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Abstract
For use in personalized medicine DNA sequences are processed into genetic variants which is
then annotated for further use. In this process gene panels, lists of genes and corresponding
values, are used as input to an automated process. Sometimes these gene panels are in need of
modification and quality control. By using modern technologies I have created a functional
prototype for a web application that allows the users to edit these gene panels and save them
for further use in the bioinformatic pipeline.
Background information includes theory about decision support systems, genetics, general
technological advancement, and information about a couple of clinical decision support
systems, all used as a basis for the rest of my thesis.
My experience through the project shows that it can be possible to solve problems within a
larger information system by removing it from it and solving it fairly independantly, allowing
for integration with the larger system in the future. While doing so it also allows the users,
who are the ones experiencing the problem in the first place, to get their problem solved to a
certain degree, thereby getting instant value from the project.
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1 Introduction
Genetic testing is widely adopted in clinical practice and personalized medicine both in
Norway and the rest of the world these days. It is based on sequences of DNA and is used
for diagnostic purposes at many hospitals. There has been a shift the later years from
using the Sanger method for sequencing towards the use of HTS sequencing, providing
better capacity and higher speeds. New methods require newer work routines and tools.
To make up for this some information systems have been developed, more precisely a
bioinformatics pipeline for automated translation of raw sequence data into more
manageable data, as well as more specialized software for interpreting gene variants that
are the result of this translation. As a part of this process so-called Gene Panels are used
to provide important data about specific genes. Sometimes the values in a gene panel
needs to be modified before use and the process for doing this involves more actors than
it should, has a high degree of manual modification and in general is more time
consuming and cumbersome to do, and it is this that is at the heart of this thesis and the
project it is based on. By taking a problem in a larger system, focusing on keeping it
simple, producing a prototype that solves the problem, this thesis looks into how that
method of problem solving can be a spearhead for similar and larger projects in the
future. The thesis is based on a project carried out in collaboration with a group of expert
at the Department of Medical Genetics(DMG) at Oslo University Hospital(OUH).

1.1 Motivation
With the large and complex information systems and organizational factors that are
common today, often requiring large amounts of planning and bureaucracy to change, I
wanted to see if it was possible to solve small problems in larger systems by looking at
them separately from the larger system, avoiding common challenges, keeping it simple
and solving much of the problem independent of the rest of the system.
In addition to the research part of the motivation this was also a golden opportunity for
me to get practical experience with working on a realistic development project, learning
lots about both the process around it and the technical side, as well as contributing with a
functional computer program that actually has value for those that end up using it
1

regularly. It would also give me an opportunity to learn more about the health care sector
both in general and specific parts of it, which I consider an important field in the world
today.

1.2 Structure of thesis
Chapter 2 delves into the background of the field of Decision Support Systems, basic
genetics, challenges in the fields and more specifically the field of Clinical DSS with a
couple of examples of systems that are relevant to my project. It tries to give a foundation
for understanding and a background for what my project encompasses.
Chapter 3 contains some quick background to common methods and methodology, while
also providing an insight into what was chosen and why it was chosen for the work on
this thesis.
Chapter 4 is a description of my project, starting with the problem that needed to be
solved, a bit about the process around solving it, a fairly thorough description of my
solution and how it works in the end, and then a couple of sections about what types of
technology was used in the development process and details about the implementation
and design choices that were made.
Chapter 5 contains an evaluation of my project, where I asses if my solution satisfies the
requirements, if it can be considered a DSS on the basis of chapter 3, as well as a bit
about my learning outcome from the project.
Chapter 6 discusses the central topics of the thesis with special regard to the research
questions.
Chapter 7 concludes the thesis.
Appendices contain documents that can have been central during the project and can be
handy to look at to get a deeper understanding, especially when it comes to the solution I
developed.

2

1.3 Research focus
With my project I wanted to find out if it was possible to solve problems in complex
systems by avoiding common challenges to keep the project simple. Some central
questions, or food for thought is:
What the effects of taking small problems in a system out of the larger system and solve
them separately can have on the outcome?
How the above can have an effect on the value the solution provides for the users?
With the development and evaluation of my project as a basis I will try to enlighten the
readers by discussing different parts of them and the insight I’ve gained through the
project.

3
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2 Background
My project has been about a pretty specific topic, and to make it easier to understand the
context and setting it was developed in I will provide some background information that I
think can give a better foundation for understanding it. It will also work as a basis for
some of the discussion later on. There are some concepts that have been important in the
process of developing, as it contains examples of other, though bigger, similar projects,
while other sections are more general background information to give better basis for
understanding why some choices has been made, and implications it can have for the
future.

2.1 Decision support systems
Decision support systems(DSS) are computer systems that aid users in making decisions.
Seems pretty simple and self-explanatory, but as with most fields today it can be quite
complicated if you want it to. This is usually accomplished by bringing computerized
information and human judgement together, to make humans be able to make decisions
based on both its own knowledge and what the system provides.
The field today is very advanced and is intertwined in so many other fields that it can be
hard to keep track. It is also hard to know where the boundaries of the field are, and what
is actually considered a decision support system.
The developments in the field of decision support systems goes hand in hand with the
advancements in technology in general, that is that advancement of technology has made
it possible to advance the field of decision support systems. If it also is the other way
around is hard to confirm, but it is likely, as so many computer systems can be considered
to be a decision support system, but to claim that it is the only reason for advancing
technology would be very bold.
Decision support systems in general are built to solve specific problems, or to evaluate an
opportunity. If you have a broad view on it, a regular computer these days can be
considered a decision support system as it allows users, as long as it has a functioning
internet connection, to use a search engine to look up whatever they need help deciding,
5

thus giving the user a better foundation to make his/her decision. This view is too broad
and for the sake of this thesis and I will only consider systems that are actually built for
the specific purpose of solving some kind of problem, more precise and specific than a
general search like mentioned, to be actual decision support systems.

2.1.1 History
DSS has been around for several decades and many tools we take for granted in today’s
technology advanced times can be considered some kind of DSS, though the DSS that are
interesting to research these days are, naturally, far more advanced than those developed
in the early days.
The following section is comprised of information from two main sources, “Past, present
and future of decision support technology” (Shim, et al., 2002) and “A Brief History of
Decision Support Systems” (Power, 2007). As the resulting text is kind of a summary of
those two I’m stating the sources here, instead of citing every other line. However, there
is some extra sources that are cited in the text.
Decision Support Systems evolved from two main areas of research. These are the
theoretical studies of organizational decision making that Simon, Cyert and March and
others conducted starting in the late 1950s at Carnegie Institute of Technology, and the
technical research conducted at MIT in the 1960s by Gerrity, Ness among others.
The concept of DSS itself was most thoroughly defined by Gorry and Scott Morton in
1971 in their article “A framework for management information systems”. This is also
where the term “Decision Support System” was first coined. Scott Morton had been
working on the subject for some years, and there are claims that he articulated the
concepts of DSS as early as 1964. They combined Simon’s description of decision types
and Anthony’s categories of management activities. The resulting definition of a DSS
was that it was a computer system that could deal with a problem where at least some of it
was unstructured or semi-structured. To narrow it down a bit and focusing on his DSS
type of choice, Management Information Systems(MIS), Davis defined MIS as “an
integrated, man/machine system for providing information to support the operations,
management, and decision-making functions in an organization”.
6

Early versions of Management Information Systems showed up in 1964. These were
systems focused on providing managers of companies with reports, but there was no
support for decisions yet.
J.D.C. Little made a large contribution in 1970 when he identified that: robustness, ease
of control, simplicity and completeness of relevant detail were the four main criteria for
designing models and systems to support management decision making. To this date
these criteria are still relevant in when evaluating DSS. His focus was the marketing
sector.
Scott Morton published several articles on the topic from 1966, leading up to one of his
books “Management Decision Systems: Computer-Based Support for Decision Making”
published in 1971. Experiments were conducted where actual managers used a
Management Decision System to coordinate production planning of laundry equipment.
Gerrity did much of the same for his 1971 article, but instead of management decision he
tested a system designed for supporting investment managers in their administration of
stock portfolios, and his focus was on the issues of design. This can be seen as the start of
a revolution in the financial sector where DSS has had a huge impact on the trade of
stocks and the financial sector in general.
In parallel to the developments made in the US, professors at the HEC Business school in
France wrote several articles on their version of DSS, independently of what was
happening in the US (Klein & Methlie, 1995).
By 1975 J.D.C. Little had developed a DSS to support decisions for products, promotion,
pricing and advertisement.
By this time the topic of DSS had gained some academic attention and more and more
researchers were doing research on the different aspects of DSS.
In 1978 Scott Morton and his colleague Keen released a textbook on DSS, providing a
thorough introduction to analysis, design, implementation, evaluation and development of
DSS.
Steven L. Alter gave out a book in 1980 that was very influential, drawing upon his
previous research of 50 DSS, providing examples through eight cases of DSS with
thorough illustrations and an extensive examination of the implementation of DSS and
problems that can arise. The book received a glowing review for being suitable for both
7

experienced practitioners and students (Ives, 1980).
John Rockhart published an article in the Harvard Business Review that led to
development of Executive Support Systems(ESS).
A theoretical framework on the issues when it comes to designing knowledge-oriented
DSS were created by Bonczek, Holsapple and Whinston in 1981. This focused on how
Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Expert Systems could be relevant when developing DSS.
Providing an understandable overview of how organizations could, and should, build
DSS, Sprague and Carlson’s book from 1982 became important. It did however receive
some critic as many of their ideas were not yet realistic to achieve due to the current
limits of technology.
The early 80s saw the first signs of Group DSS, where DSS were used to make it easier
for organizations to make decisions where there are several parties that are involved and
that should be allowed to both get relevant information and give relevant input to others
before a decision is made. Researchers at the University of Minnesota were at the
forefront of this branch of DSS. GDSS might be considered an early version of the
modern conference calls, where several parties can attend the same meeting even though
they can be located at different ends of the planet. The use of networks is hard to place on
a timeline as the adoption has been gradual. Networks in general came a while earlier, but
it probably belongs around this time period as it was the time it was used in DSS.
Business Intelligence, defined as a set of concepts and methods to improve business
decision making by using fact-based support systems can be traced back to Procter &
Gamble’s efforts to link sales information and retail scanner data in a DSS in 1985.
When the early 90s hit, improvements in database technologies allowed for the
development of data warehousing, and from that again evolved data mining and online
analytical processing(OLAP) broadened the use of DSS around 1990. They all became
both possible and needed as the amount of data available has grown exponentially,
especially after the introduction of the internet.
The early 90s also saw a major advancement in the technology used for DSS, as they up
until now in large part consisted of separate computers/mainframes, they could now take
advantage of client/server-technology in addition to being more based on relational
databases than earlier.
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In 1992 object oriented programming was introduced to DSS, allowing for building “reusable” decision support capabilities.
The World Wide Web, or just Internet as we know it today, was made available to the
public in 1991, gained more and more traction through the decade, and has had a huge
impact, allowing for Web-based/enabled DSS. These systems, being more modern, made
DSS tools available and usable to a wider audience. Corporate intranets, first seeing light
in 1996 is a prime example of such an early web based DSS.
1950s
1960s
1964
1968
onwards
1969‐74

Theoretical organizational decision making studies.
Technical research at MIT.
Scott Morton first articulates concept of DSS.
Business journals started publishing articles on management decision systems.
Gained interest.
Concept of DSS independently developed in France.
Little Identified criteria for designing models and systems to support management
1970
decision making.
1971
Gorry & Scott Morton defines DSS
1971s
Book by Scott morton
1971s
Gerrity Application for portfolio management.
1975
Little DSS that supported product, promotion, pricing and advertising decisions.
1978s
Keen, Scott Morton released textbook.
1979
John Rockhart, Harvard Business School article led to ESS.
1981
Theoretical framework on issues with knowledge‐oriented DSS. AI + ES.
1981‐82 Group DSS, Gray, Huber, Turoff and Hiltz.
1981s
Fist International Conference on Decision Support Systems, Atlanta, Georgia, USA.
1982
Sprague & Carlson, Building Effective DSS
1985
P&G built a DSS that linked sales information with retail scanner data.
~1990
Client/server technology introduced to DSS.
~1990
Data warehousing, Data mining and online analytical processing (OLAP)
1992s
Object oriented technology.
1995s
Internet.
Late
1990s
Soft Computing.
2000
Intelligent Systems.
2000s
Mobile computing.
Table 1: Important milestones in the history of decision support systems.

Artificial intelligence is another technology that is very important, but also very difficult
to place in time. This is because AI has had its periods of popularity, both in general and
in DSS, and it can also be hard to know what should be considered AI as what can be
considered AI has been kind of floating through the years. Soft computing, a technology
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using mathematic to find “a good enough” solution for problems that are practically
unsolvable, was one of the technologies that made AI less popular in the late 90s.

2.1.2 Structure
Most DSS consists of three major parts (Turban, Aronson, & Liang, 2007), this is not
unique for DSS, but rather more general for many modern information systems, but
nonetheless it is one definition, and they are as follows:
Information, usually in the form of some kind of database or other means of
storing/getting large quantities of information to be easily accessible. Both internal and
external databases can be used, and the internet today is a huge source of information,
both in a structured and unstructured manner.
Models, some kind of information processing software that, depending on what kind of
information should be processed and what the end result should be, uses the information
available and works its magic on it. This “magic” can be anything from statistical and
mathematical models like Bayes theorem for probability, Boolean logic, artificial
intelligence, to specific rules set by users or other involved parties.
User interface, what the users of the system actually sees and communicates with.
Presents the result of the rest of the system. As this is what the users actually interact with
it can be considered the most important part. Though a system usually would not be able
to function well without any of the other parts either, the user interface can make or break
the systems as a bad user interface can discourage the users, making them unwilling to
use it, rendering the rest of the system moot.
“Handbook on decision support systems. 1: basic themes” (Burstein, 2008) has a similar
description, but has expanded the User interface component to consist of two parts: “a
language system” and “a presentation system” which is basically the different directions
of input/output between the UI and the rest of the system.
In addition to this there can be a plethora of additional parts, often external systems, that
can be counted as a part of the system as a whole, but these are the most basic ones.
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Earlier systems were often standalone systems based on a stand-alone architecture, but
the field has slowly moved towards systems based on a service-oriented architecture. This
is not unique for decision support systems, as most fields have moved towards being
service-oriented for quite some time now.

2.1.3 Types of DSS
DSS comes in many shapes and sizes, some of them already touched upon when going
through the history of DSS. There does not seem to be a real consensus to what the
different types should be, what their features are or what the types should be called. In the
literature that I have read so far there have been many suggestions, and the different
authors have many suggestions of their own, and they usually describe their own
classifications based on what they think is important. I will not go into much detail here,
other than a short description of some of the descriptions that are described in the texts
“Handbook on decision support systems. 1: basic themes” (Burstein, 2008), and “A Brief
History of Decision Support Systems” (Power, 2007), to show the diversity and
likenesses of possible definitions out there, while it also shows that there are a certain
degree of overlap between the classifications.

Text-oriented
A primitive version of text-oriented could simply be just books, articles or notes and such,
but in a modern setting it is usually software that helps organize and manage text, often in
the form of documents, that are considered text-oriented DSS.

Hypertext-oriented
Much like text-oriented DSS, but with the distinction that it tries to link documents with
each other that are conceptually similar or connected in any other way. Consider wikis for
example, a large base of documents with hyperlinks to and from many of the single words
in the article.
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Database-oriented
DSS that are database-oriented have high degrees of structure in the data, and also allows
for the users of the system to use advanced and extensive query-systems, often specially
designed for the field, to request specific information at their leisure. Data warehouses is
a good example of a database-oriented DSS that has gained popularity over the years.

Spreadsheet-oriented
Much like the text-oriented DSS, but instead focusing on spreadsheets instead of
documents. This allows the users to perform calculations based on the data contained in
the sheet. Fits better for processing numerical data, statistics and son on than pure textoriented DSS does.

Solver-oriented
Solver-oriented DSS are specially designed systems that perform specific tasks on
provided data. It can do analyzes of data, optimization problems, output statistics and so
on based on what it is designed for.

Rule-oriented
These are exactly what they sound like, based on rules. It manages knowledge by
processing and representing rules. Rules often come in some form of “if  then  else”,
where the rules dictate what happens in the given situation. They can be fairly advanced
with an unspecified amount of rules contained in them.

Compound
With the compound DSS you get a combination of the other mentioned, but can often be
considered to not contain as specialized functions as the others, but modern DSS can
almost always be a combination of different types.
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Multiparticipant
This type incorporates support for several actors being involved in the decision making
process. That can be a group, team or organization where more people have authority
over the decision making process or should be able to provide input.

Data-driven
Provides access and manipulation of data, often structured and timestamped data, for easy
interpretation. Closely related to database-oriented DSS.

Model-driven
This type of DSS emphasize the manipulation of and access to optimization or simulation
models. This can be compared to solver-oriented DSS as the goal of them both are quite
similar.

Knowledge-driven
These are specialized for understanding particular problem within a domain and
suggesting or recommending action to the user based on its knowledge. Artificial
Intelligence is a field that is closely related to this type of DSS.

Document-driven
Providing retrieval and analysis functionality for a wide range of documents often stored
in databases, this type of DSS can be similar to text- or hypertext-oriented DSS, but
differs in the type of document it supports, adding images, sound and video, or anything
else for that matter, to the mix.

Communication-driven
Allows for the users to communicate across networks rather than face to face, making it
possible to collaborate on decisions without being in the same room. Video conferencing
and coordinated presentations are a couple of examples.
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General purpose or function-specific
Dictates if the DSS is developed to support a wide range of general purpose functionality
or more specific specialized functionality.

Web-based
This is simply DDS that utilize the possibilities the web provides, like making
information available to many people at once, and through the use of some kind of client.
Corporate intranets with information relevant for employees were early examples of webbased DSS, while these days almost any imaginable kind of DSS, or other information
system, can be web-based.

2.1.4 Types of support
Aside from what was described in the previous section DSS can also be categorized based
on what kind of support they provide. In “Utredning av “Én innbygger – én journal””
(Helsedirektoratet, 2014) they divide support tools into several different categories. This
report is made for the health sector, so some of it is more aimed at that industry, but much
of it can be generalized to other fields and businesses, while much of this paper will have
a focus on clinical decision support systems so it isn’t that misplaced.
Though one of their categories is called decision support I would argue that they all are
some kind of decision support, as they are all tools that can be used to make decisions
with a better foundation. But the one category is more focused on the actual decision
making process. We will also go further into detail of that category.

Knowledge support
Tools that make information available for the user, but does not do much else. The user is
responsible for assessing the validity of the information and must decide how to use it on
his own.
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Peer support
Tools made to support cooperation between medical staff/peers. Medical staff often
consult peers before making decision. Sometimes it is tricky to get a hold of the right
person, and that person might be busy. Peer support can help solve that problem.

Process support
Tools that contribute to continuous and comprehensive patient care and making it easier
for the medical staff to do what is needed without much overhead, while also making it
easier for hospitals to standardize the processes. This description is a bit hazy, but is not
the focus of this text, so I will leave it at that.

Decision support
Tools made to integrate clinical and patient information and provide support for making
decision concerning a patient. Simple presentation of information is not considered
decision support, but when that information is put in context with other knowledge and is
used to support the interpretation of the information available, it is.
They also argue that the Decision support category is so varied in technology and design
that they have further divided it into subcategories.

Expectation and selection
Can indicate if a value/attribute is as expected or not, or can be used to lookup relevant
information. A third variant is to use expected values to highlight relevant patient
information.

Isolated recommendation of single measure/action
Gives a specific suggestion of a single action that the user should do. Medical staff are
responsible for assessing the validity of the suggestion.
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Isolated recommendation of a series of or several measures/actions
As above, but suggests a series of actions. This is more complex and needs more work to
document that the suggested actions are relevant.

Extended recommendation of one or several measures/actions
Takes more of the total picture into account when recommending actions. This means that
it can evaluate other information about the patient like earlier visits, existing medical
conditions, treatments and even local conditions. It cannot be blindly trusted, but is
supposed to be more customized to the patient's needs.

Diagnostics and generation of hypotheses
Unlike the previous categories that are based on predefined explicit rules extrapolated
from unambiguously documentation, this category is based on generating hypotheses and
possibly new knowledge. Watson, IBM’s technology mentioned earlier must for sure be a
good example of this.

2.2 Genetics
The field of genetic is a central part of what my project is about, not directly, but though
it is not extensive and a complete intro, some knowledge about it is nice to have,
especially to have some background of what genetic variants are. Genetic variants are
very relevant for one of the DSS described later, and then by extension somewhat
relevant for my project. Much of the information in this section is based on information
from the introduction chapter in “Algorithms in Bioinformatics – A Practical
Introduction” (Sung, 2010).

2.2.1 DNA
Within the nucleus
of all of our cells
resides our DNA,

Figure 1: Double helix of a DNA molecule (Sung, 2010)

Deoxyribonucleic Acid, a double helix strand of molecules that contain all of our genetic
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material. Without going too much into detail DNA is kind of the recipe of an organism
and codes for certain proteins which in turn are building blocks of our body. The helix
strand is basically two separate strands of sugar-phosphate connected by nitrogenous
bases, forming base pairs. There are four nitrogenous bases (technically it’s five, but I
will not go into details about that here), Adenine, Thymine, Guanine and Cytosine, more
commonly referred to as A, T, G and C. Each of the bases have a “preferred partner”
with A usually connecting to T and G usually connecting to C. This property, A+T and
G+C, means that you only need to know one side of the sequence, and it also means that
each side of the helix is a mirror image of the other side, which can be handy when it
comes to repairing the DNA and replicating it, as you in theory only need one side to
replicate the other.
In total a person’s DNA sequence is a little over three billion base pairs long and is called
genome. Not all of these base pairs are relevant, so called noncoding, or junk, DNA
represents approximately 97% of the DNA and has little to no known function (Sung,
2010), though it cannot be considered totally irrelevant as there is ongoing research, and
some of it suggests 80%, so there is obviously some discrepancies in the literature on the
field. But this is not the main concern of this paper, the specifics aren’t that important as
long as one understands the big picture.

2.2.2 Genes
A person’s genome, or any other organism for that matter, is not a single consecutive
string of base pairs, but is rather divided into smaller parts, both physically and
practically. The human genome, which was finally mapped out fully in 2001 through the
human genome project, consists of 23 pairs of chromosomes, each with a varying number
of base pairs. Each chromosome can be further divided into specific sequences of base
pairs called genes, in addition to sequences of the so called junk DNA. Each gene has a
fixed position in the chromosome and it “job” is to encode a protein. In total the human
genome has between 30 and 35 thousand genes of various lengths, and the average length
of a gene is between 1000 and 2000 base pairs.
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2.2.3 Mutation
Through mutation, the

Point mutation:

The modification of a nucleotide in the genome.

sequence of base pairs

Deletion:

The deletion of a segment in a genome.

Duplication:

The duplication of a segment in a genome.

Inversion:

The inversion of a segment in a genome.

Insertion:

The insertion of a DNA segment in a genome.

Translocation:

A portion of a chromosome is moved to a new location.

in a gene can change.
This can happen in the
different ways
described in table 2.

Table 2: Types of mutation

When the DNA in a cell is mutated it can have different effects. Our cells in general
replicate themselves on a regular basis, and when one cell has mutated genes, those will
also mutate. This can result in a cell that is more adapted to the environment it lives in,
which is what is happening in evolution with natural selection, but it can also have other
effects, like developing diseases, like cancer.

2.2.4 Sequencing
To be able to make any sense of DNA it first has to be sequenced, that is the order of base
pairs in a person’s genome from start to finish. This is a complicated process, and
certainly not straightforward just reading the individual base pairs. The DNA is cut,
probed, cloned and so on so it can be sequenced. There are several standardized methods
of doing this that each have their strengths and weaknesses, far too many to warrant a
description of all of them, but I will mention some key features of a couple of them to
emphasize the difference between early and modern methods as they are somewhat
relevant.

Sanger
A «First generation» sequencing method that was the dominating method until more
modern methods were taken advantage of. It has an estimated cost of 2400$ per 1000
base pairs, a read length of about 800 base pairs, a run time of 3 hours and an accuracy of
99,9999% (Keith, 2017). This implies that sequencing of a whole genome is extremely
costly, and takes a long time. The machines performing the sequencing are usually able to
parallelize the process to a certain degree, but it still takes a long time and has a high cost.
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As this was the preferred method for many years a lot of the reference genes used in
bioinformatics today are based on the Sanger method.

High Throughput Sequencing
High Throughput Sequencing is more of a family of methods than one method, but the
main characteristics is that in comparison to the Sanger method, these are faster and
cheaper. Most of the methods have a cost of around 1$ per 1000 base pairs and read
lengths from 200-1400, while run time ranges from 30 minutes to 14 days and the
accuracy is a bit lower than Sanger (Keith, 2017).
The big advantage here is of course the cost, and through massive parallelization the
utility is far greater than older methods.

Implications
As one can understand, a genome is quite a massive amount of data, considering it is
more than 3 billion base pairs. To illustrate it, some math and everyday life examples.
So there’s 3 billion base pairs, each represented by a letter, A, C, T or G, and it is a pair,
meaning you would need 6 billion letters to represent a complete human genome. Is that
much? Well, let’s get a bit technical and use the standard UTF-8, the most common
standard for text on the web, where each regular character takes 1 single byte. A human
genome would then require roughly 6 GB of storage space on a computer to store it
without compression. Now, not using compression isn’t that smart. With the only possible
different values being A, T, C and G, the size can be reduced drastically by using
something else than a standard meant for representing a possible 128 different characters.
The most logical is to use bits to represent each value, four values requires 2 bits per
value instead of 8. Then you reduce it by half as the helixes in the DNA is a mirror image
of each other, making one of them redundant. The result is that a human genome would
require a little over 700 MB, which is still quite much considering it is only text. This
illustrates the sheer amount of data that needs to be processed when working with raw
gene data.
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2.2.5 Variants
To counteract the need to process the huge amount of information stored in DNA itself it
is more common to look at smaller sections of the DNA data. First one can discard the
junk DNA which are basically not relevant for anything and often exactly the same for
everyone, leaving only relevant DNA. Looking at only the genes of a sample can still be a
daunting task, as there are about 20-30,000 genes in the human genome. As large portions
of the genes of two individuals are also identical, we further divide it and focus only on
the differences from the reference genes. This is what is called the genetic variants, an
individuals’ difference from the reference. With this much reduction the amount of data
to process is a lot smaller and easier to manage. The most well-known effects of different
genetic variant are things like eye and hair color, blood type and so on. But it can also be
a factor when it comes to diseases, who gets them and who does not, and also how
people’s bodies react to different drugs (Hinderer, et al., 2017). This can have an impact
on a clinician’s choices when it comes to what treatment is correct for a certain disease a
patient has, or it can be used to determine if the patient actually has the disease.

2.3 Technological advancement
There is of course a huge amount of information that could be put in a chapter about
technological advancement, ranging from agriculture and the invention of the wheel
thousands of years ago to the advanced super-computers that are available today.
However, it is the computers that I will focus on in this text, as this is what is actually
relevant when it comes to decision support, and has had a huge impact on the possibilities
in the field. I will skip the earlies computers, like the mechanical ones and those based on
punch card, and focus on computers that are in many ways, especially when it comes to
the types of components they exist of, similar to the modern computers we have today. To
narrow it further down I will concentrate on the processing parts of a computer, as they
are the ones that are can be considered the heart of a computer. Storage, memory and
other parts of a computer have had a similar rate of advancement, and are also very
relevant, but as what applies to processing power can be generalized to apply to other
parts too, I will leave that out, with the exception of a small example of the amount of
data produced these days.
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Moore’s law
Central to the advancement of modern technology is Moore’s law. In 1965 Gordon E.
Moore, one of the founders of Intel, published an article stating that for at least a decade
the number of components they would be able to cram into integrated circuits would
double each year (Moore, Cramming More Components Onto Integrated Circuits, 1965).
He based his theory on observation of the number of components per integrated circuit
produced at a reasonable cost at certain points in time since the invention of the integrated
circuit, noticing the apparent doubling.
In 1975, after the initial decade predicted in his previous paper was over he published a
new article as he now had even more data to make a conclusion. His new prediction was
that by the end of that decade, 1970’s, the rate of doubling would decrease somewhat in
speed, resulting in a doubling about every two years, while also specifying that it was the
number of transistors, not components in general (Moore, Progress in Digital Integrated
Electronics, 1975).
For about 50 years Moore’s law
has been true, but some are
skeptical to if it can keep going
at the same rate and there has
been some reports that the rate of
growth is slowing down
(Loughran, 2017).
But Moore’s law mainly
concerns the number of
transistors on and integrated
circuit and there are more ways

Figure 2: Speeds of the fastest computers from 1940 show an exponential rise
in speed. From 1965 to 2015, the growth was a factor of 12 orders of 10 over
50 years, or a doubling approximately every 1.3 years (Denning & Lewis,
2017).

to increase the computing power of a processor, and it is the computing power that is
interesting.
Until the early 2000s, the most effective way of increasing power, in addition to number
of transistors, were the increase of clock rate, effectively increasing the speed of each
transistor in addition to increasing the number of them. Due to higher clock rate also
means higher temperatures the increase in clock rates slowed down around the early
2000s. To further increase the power of computers after clock rate was not a viable option
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anymore the manufacturers started producing multi-core chips, effectively chips with
more than one processor on it (Loughran, 2017).
Increased effectiveness in programming languages, better algorithms, parallelization,
distributed computing and so on are additional factors that contribute to the increase in
computing power available. Though Moore’s law might not hold anymore in the near
future, I believe that the technology will find other ways to increase the computing power.
Though I will not go further into details about it, Quantum computing is also a technology
that might have a substantial impact on the industry in the future.

Illustration
It can be hard to have any idea of what these increases mean, how much it actually has
increased and to grasp how it can have an impact on technology today. The book “Only
Humans Need Apply” (Brynjolfsson & McAfee, 2012), further referencing Kurzweil’s
“The Age of Spiritual Machines: When Computers Exceed Human Intelligence and an
old folk tale about the inventor of chess, illustrates the situation quite nicely by
comparing it to Moore’s law.
The inventor of the chess game shows his invention to his emperor. The emperor is so
impressed that he lets the inventor choose his own reward. He then suggests that he
should get one grain of rice for the first tile on the chessboard, two grains of rice for the
second, four for the third and so on, all across the chess board doubling the number of
grains for each tile. The king gladly accepted the inventor’s suggestion, thinking it
wouldn’t amount to that much rice. But if we look a bit closer, the amount of rice is quite
astounding. Thinking like the king did, starting with one single grain of rice and then
doubling it for each tile, since the starting amount is so small, it can’t amount to much in
the end? For the first half of the chess board that is somewhat true, amounting to about 4
billion grains of rice, about the amount one would get from a large field. But on the
second half of the board, there are still 32 tiles left, and the amount is still doubled for
each of them. If it is continued to the 64th and last tile, the tile would represent 2^64-1, a
pile about the size of mount Everest, or about the amount of rice the whole population of
the planet would need to eat about 1,8 kilo of rice each day for 80 years.
The same mechanics are in play with Moore’s law, and with 32 doublings since 1958 the
book estimates that we are around the halfway point of the chess board today. It also
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makes a point of the relationship between human capacity and that of a computer. So far
we humans have been able to follow the development, but it has become harder and
harder to keep the pace. We are seeing some signs of this in technology today, where
technology is threatening to take advanced knowledge workers jobs (Brynjolfsson &
McAfee, 2012). With the estimate of being only around the halfway point of the
chessboard, with advancements still doubling at a fairly quick pace, it is easy to guess that
most people will not be able to keep up with computers.

Amount of data
Storage is mentioned in the previous section, but it says little about data, what is actually
stored. Reports estimate that 90% of available data has been produced the last two years
(Brandtzæg, 2013), which means that the amount of data in the world is doubling even
faster than technological advancement. If you take into account that much of this data
also is unstructured, you can only imagine the complexity of processing all this data in the
near future. An increasing amount of data can be seen as a good thing as more data can
result in decisions be made with a more solid foundation. But it also increases the need
for data processing and maybe especially clever methods of processing the information.

2.4 Challenges
With all project there is also challenges, and this is no exception. Here I will some of the
common challenges that can present themselves and that should be taken into account
during the planning process, as well as other phases of developing a computer system.

2.4.1 Technical
With technology being as advanced as it is these days there are some challenges is
connected to the technical part of it all. One huge challenge is the already existing
computer systems implemented around every organization, that has to be taken into
account if one is to implement a CDSS. Most companies, organizations and so on already
have their own computer systems in use every day. Some of the systems are specially
developed systems, made for a specific purpose for that single organization, while others
are more general systems developed to be usable by lots of actors across many fields,
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being widely available to anyone who wants to use them.
There is also an uncertain number of different technologies available to be used in
different systems. Different kinds of data bases, algorithms, artificial intelligence and so
on are technologies that is available in many different forms, and in a system they are
most likely combined with others in different configurations to make a complete system.
The result of this is that there is so much to choose from that it can be really hard to find
out and know what is actually fitting to use in your system. Different technologies each
have their strengths and weaknesses, and finding the correct combination can be tough.

Artificial intelligence
There is much talk these days about artificial intelligence, and there has been for 50 years
but recent years have shown some applications of AI that can turn out to be quite useful,
or scary, depending of your perspective. A challenge with some kinds of AI, like “genetic
algorithms” and “neural networks”, is that they lack transparency to how they come up
with their results. They are so advanced that it can be impossible to actually be able to
verify how they got to the result that they did, while also having no guarantee that the
result they got is actually the best one.

Storage
How data is stored, in what format and configuration it is stored can be challenging to
decide upon. There are some official standards for some types of data, while much data
does not follow any official standard, but can follow local standard. Local standards are
just that, local, and might be specific to just one organization, or department at a hospital.
Choosing what standards to follow in a system, or adapting them to several standards can
lead to much extra work. The choice of standards can be seen as an organizational
challenge, while the implementation of chosen standard is a technical one. It is important
that the standards chosen provide sufficient support for what the goal of a system is.

Existing systems
Integration of new systems into older systems is always a challenge. Depending on the
technology used, the size of a system and also the architecture of the existing computer
systems has a big impact on how easy it is to implement a new system on top of, or into,
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the existing system. One big trend these days is the transition from a monolithic
architecture to a service-oriented architecture for computer systems. Though most
organizations are far off from having completed the transition, it is a step in the right
direction. At least when it comes to integration of new systems into old ones. Serviceoriented architectures are much easier to work with when doing this, as the key feature of
it is to allow for more services to be implemented at any time.

Further advancement of technology
There is no reason to believe that the advancement of technology will stop any time soon.
Therefore, this can also pose a challenge to the development of information systems. Not
in the same sense as previously mentioned, as there is little about future advancement that
can stop development now. But it can be relevant because with further advancement also
comes new possibilities. One can imagine that when technology has advanced a couple of
years, new possibilities might have opened up and updating the developed system to
modern standards might be realistic. Having this in mind when developing can make that
process a lot easier.

2.4.2 Organizational/implementation
In “Multidisciplinary Model to Implement Pharmacogenomics at the Point of Care”
(Caraballo, et al., 2017) the researchers looked at some of the challenges with
implementing CDSS in an already existing environment and developed an operational
model for implementation of such a system with as few hiccups as possible. The CDSS in
question was a PGx system, a system for using pharmacogenomics to optimize the
selection of drug therapy. The core of the system is that there are known genes that
interact differently with different drugs. This knowledge makes it possible to personalize
drug therapy based on a person’s genes, potentially resulting in a better outcome. The
main challenges they identified were as follows:

Organizational silos
Due to the existence of so called organizational silos, large scale implementation of was
impaired and slowed down. Support from leaders was needed, but could be hard to get.
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Not reimbursable
As there exists well founded reasons for using the drugs that are used in treatment already
and the results are usually satisfying, it can be hard to understand why one should spend
money on a more complicated treatment using PGx. As PGx treatment was not
reimbursable it was important that the leaders understood it as an investment in patient
care. The goal of implementation couldn’t be saving, or making, money, but a better
outcome for the patients treated.

Rapid evolution of the field
Newer technology, and more focus, has increased the rate of evolution in the field of PGx
the later years. New gene-drug interactions are found and confirmed at an increased rate.
In addition to this, he number of actors involved is large, and there is a lack of
coordination between them. Lack of, and difference, in structure and standards between
different actors were significant. This also applies to laboratory results, that is another
field, but closely connected to PGx as much of the work is based on laboratory reports.

Education of personnel
As the evolution of the field is increasing, so is the need for education of personnel. With
every new discovery, or change, all personnel need to be updated on it, and getting
information to everyone at the correct time can be quite challenging.

Manual processes – time consuming
The selection of known drug-gene interactions that was going to be a part of the PGx
CDSS was done manually, and therefore very time consuming.

Reluctance to change
Clinicians being traditional, not understanding that PGx can result in a better outcome for
the patient compared to “how it always has been done”. People are by nature reluctant to
change, and want to do as they always have. Change often requires some extra effort on
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their side, and they need to understand that the end result most likely will be better if they
are going to put the required effort in.

2.4.3 Practical
A positive thing about the health care sector is that they are, and have been for many
many years, very good at documenting everything. There are well established rules and
guidelines for how any contact with patients should be documented, and it is fairly strict
as well. The same applies to medical research, and research in general. As a result of this
it may not be the amount of information that can be a challenge, because there really is a
lot of information out there, but rather getting a hand on the information and knowing that
is good usable information.

Access to data
Though there is much information out there, in medical journals, research papers, lab
reports and so on, it is scattered across the globe, divided in countries, organizations,
different computer systems and so on. So the challenge can actually be more how to get a
hold of the information. Not everybody in possession of relevant information are willing,
or even able, to share the information they have. In the private health sector there might
be some actors that have their own version of treatment that is more effective, but since
that can give them an edge competition wise, making patients rather choose to have their
treatment with them, they will probably not want to tell all their competitors the details of
said treatment, as that would strip them of their edge, which in turn might take a toll on
the income. In addition to this there are some pretty tough restriction of who
organizations can share information with, and what information it can share when it
comes to privacy concerns.
This is not that much of a problem when it comes to research, as the nature and idea
behind research is to make the findings available to everyone else, usually for a price, and
to keep involved subjects anonymous.
But that leads us another challenge, the abundance of information. With so many books,
medical reports, research articles and so on, it is hard, and unlikely, to have a good
overview of all the information. Though the information is there and available, which one
should you choose, and how should it be chosen? And how do you know that you actually
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can trust that information? There are mechanisms in place for this in the research field, so
it might not be that big of a problem, and one could have the mindset that information for
acknowledged sources is good information.
One solution could be, for a single hospital or country for example, to use only
information they have produced themselves. But that limits the amount of information
severely, and the nature of decision support systems is to be based on sufficient
information.

Format
Now with the information acquired, another challenge arises. Most of the information is
now in an unstructured format, and the information you have that is structured, lab reports
and so on, depending on how many sources of information you have, probably has almost
as many different structures of the information as there are sources, following several
different standards and guidelines. The information need to be formalized in some way,
and this can be a tedious task. It might be necessary to do much of it manually, or at least
establish some kind of translation between the different structures of information into a
common one, and then let some computer system do it.
With the information formalized the information has to be used in a correct way.
Deciding what information to use for any given decision support system and knowing if
the system should emphasize some information differently while it is helping with a
decision is a challenge.

Usage
With a working CDSS in place the next challenge is to get the personnel to actually make
use of it, and be satisfied with their use of it and especially the results. The correct use of
a CDSS is required for it to have its desired effect. For personnel to use it correctly they
would probably need training, some more than others depending on their technical
aptness, the complexity of the system and also the personnel’s attitude towards it.
The users also would need to trust that what the system is doing is actually correct. This
could be a challenge if the system suggests something else than, say a doctor, is used to. It
could be important that the system allows for some kind of proof of reasoning for its
suggestion. There should be some kind of transparency in the system, giving the users the
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ability to see what information it bases its decisions on, though always giving reasons
might be too much. A balance has to be found.

Acceptance
By the users, a CDSS can be seen as just another extra complicated system that the
personnel have to use. If the implementation is not good enough the users might not see
the value of using it. This can be the case especially if the use of a CDSS increases their
workload. An example could be that the CDSS is implemented as a separate system, most
likely leaving the users to have to enter information more than one place, taking more
steps that should be needed. Integration into existing systems is a solution, but can be
very complicated, but that is more of a technical challenge.

Evaluation
Analyzes of how the CDSS use its available information and also the information that it
produces is a challenge that needs some attention. There has to be some way of
monitoring the system so that proper personnel can verify that it is actually doing what it
is supposed to and that it has a positive and not a negative impact on the services
provided.

2.4.4 Cognitive
Due to lack of cognitive abilities in humans, and transparency in the system, what a
system suggest can be hard to comprehend. Depending on how the system presents the
data and its process of arriving at that conclusion, reasoning can be lost on the way,
resulting in users that might not trust the decision or the system as a whole. This is also
dependent on the users’ knowledge and cognitive capacity, but due to the number of field
involved and the sheer amount of information taken into account by advanced systems it
is unlikely that anyone can have a total overview of it all.
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2.5 Clinical Decision Support Systems
Clinical Decision Support Systems, CDSS for short, are computer systems designed to
support the decision making of clinical personnel. These can be helpful to prevent errors,
both human and systematical, or guide the users to make the correct decisions, based on
the correct information. It is also worth noting that the systems we discuss here are
systems used for guiding clinical personnel at the time of care. There are also systems
available that can analyze medical data after care has been given. These of course have
their value, as they can reveal errors and improve knowledge retrospectively, but as
mentioned we will focus on the systems that can help before care is given.

Categorization
CDSS has been around for about 50 years (Power, 2007), but the development has been
fairly slow, and it hasn’t resulted in that many different types of CDSS. This of course
depends on how you choose to categorize the CDSS. There are several ways to do it.
According to a framework developed by Metzger and her colleagues, the timing of when
support is given, in addition to if it is passive or not, that is if personnel will be prompted
by the system, or has to actively seek it out, are major differences between CDSSs. These
are all variations of alert based CDSSs. Osheroff and colleagues has broadened their
definition of CDSSs and includes knowledge bases, order sets and other ways of
supporting clinical care (Berner, 2016).
Another distinction mentioned in “Clinical Decision Support Systems, Theory and
Practice” is knowledge-based vs. non-knowledge-based. In the medical field there is a
huge amount of knowledge available through medical journals, educational books,
research reports and so on. But even though all this information and knowledge is
technically available, as the amount is so vast it can be hard for people to find the right
kind of information they are looking for.
Early knowledge-based CDSS were versions of expert systems, where users were
provided information and had to evaluate the information, if it was correct or erroneous,
themselves. Later systems are more sophisticated and can provide more relevant
information, based on what the system already knows or what the user inputs, it might
even suggest diagnoses.
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Non-knowledge-based CDSS can use AI, through machine learning, to recognize patterns
in clinical data. So called “Big Data” systems can use neural networks and genetic
algorithms to find possible connections between symptoms and disease, for instance.
One of the most advanced CDSS yet is a medical version of IBM’s Watson. To simplify
it a whole deal, it has the ability to process a huge amount of unstructured and structured
information and make suggestion for treatment based on it, while also having the ability
to show the reasons for suggesting it.
To give a bit narrower examples of functioning CDSS the following section will describe
a couple of CDSS in use at the Oslo University Hospital, that are kind of the precursor to
my own project.

2.5.1 GenAP
The GenAp project was a project at Oslo University Hospital (OUH) that was completed
a couple of years ago. The result of the project was the so-called GenAP workbench, a
clinical genetic variant classification software.
It is a small part of a larger system used, a so called bioinformatics pipeline, which is a
tool used by medical personnel in a clinical diagnostic setting. The pipeline consists of
many steps of analyzing and transcribing relevant data from genetic sequences, through
the whole process ranging from the output from a genetic test through to a finished report
with a richly annotated list of genetic variants in a sample the personnel can use for
assessing genetic relevance in diagnostics. Each step in the pipeline is based off of
standard operating procedures that were formerly done manually, but with the help of the
system is now in large part automated. Not fully, but at least to some degree.
For a more thorough introduction to the system and surrounding concepts I suggest
looking into a master’s thesis working with that project; “Design of Genetic Classification
Software: The Case of Representation of Research References” (Børsting, 2014).

2.5.2 ella
ella is a web app used for clinical interpretation of genetic variants (DMG, 2017) at the
University Hospital in Oslo, Norway. The software will save a classification of a genetic
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variant and also document the users’ reasons for giving the genetic variant said
classification. It is developed at the Department for Medical Genetics (DMG) at OUH.
ella is in large part rule based, meaning that while it does its analyzing and transcribing of
the genetic sequences and the resulting data it does so based on predefined rules, given by
the developers of the system, of course well founded in literature. ella is in some ways a
continuation of the GenAP project, and has in large part replaced the GenAP software.

Workflow
Typical workflow can be that a user selects a genetic sample of a patient from an
overview page and gives the genetic variants that have been identified in the sample it’s
classification. Available classifications are the number 1 through 5 which each represents
the probability of the genetic variant being pathogenic, causing disease, where 5 is
certainly causing illness and 1 is certainly not causing illness.
For the users to make an as informed classification as possible, the software provides
relevant data it has available while also providing links to other tools and databases with
relevant information. Before a classification is considered “finished” at least two users
must have evaluated the variants in the sample.
When genetic variants have been classified they will have their classification provided
automatically in future samples for a certain amount of time, typically 6 months before it
has to be redone.
After all variants in a sample has been evaluated a test report is formulated that is both
saved in the application and sent to a laboratory doctor that provides the requisitioning
doctor with the final result.
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Structure
ella consists of two main
components; a client part
running in the web
browser, mainly based
on HTML5, JavaScript
and CSS, and a server
part, mainly an API
coded in Python 2.7.6.
The users of ella are
using it through their
web browser, as it
presents itself as a
regular web page. The
client is communicating

Figure 3: The architectural structure of ella (OUH, Ella System Description, 2017)

with the API over HTTP 1.1 with data in the JSON format, and the API is communicating
with a relational database based on PostgreSQL, while also having access to other
relevant data. Operational personnel have access to the database either directly or through
a module developed internally, CLI, where they can add new users and import samples
and variants to the database.

Security
As the data that is being handled by the ella software can be considered sensitive, several
security measures have been taken to ensure that sensitive information is compromised in
any way.
The system is run on “Tjenester for Sensitive Data” (TSD), a service that research
institutions in Norway can use for gathering, storing, sharing and run calculations on in a
closed environment. TSD satisfies the level of security required by laws and regulation.
To be able to use ella there are things that have to be in order. They have to have access
to a computer at OUH, which requires credentials to log on to. From this computer they
can use VMWare Horizon, a remote desktop application, to get access to a virtual
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computer on TSD’s system, and from this virtual computer they can use the web browser
to access ella.
Access to ella is restricted to those that have a user account to that specific part of TSD
systems (project 22) and that also have a user account for ella. It is the leaders of DMG
that decides who should have access to ella and project 22, while it is USIT that creates
the user account on TSD while HTS Bioinformatics creates the ella user account.
Involving several departments in the process of giving people access ensures that no one
that should not have access gets it.
Access to TSD is provided through a secure connection where two-factor authentication
is required. ella has a regular username plus password requirement. As the systems are
separate, so are their respective password policies, both concerning strength of the
password and how often it must be changed.
The use of VMWare Horizon restricts what data can pass between the ella system and the
users local computer. Copying and pasting of text between ella and a local computer is
restricted based in IP address, and print screen is not possible. This ensures that sensitive
data is not stored locally on computers and unauthorized people to get a hold of it.
The genetic samples stored in ella are tied to a gene panel, while users are part of a user
group. There are restrictions between the user groups and gene panels, thereby restricting
the samples that each user has access to. Other data, like genetic variants, test reports,
classifications and interpretations are available for all ella users.
All transactions through the API is logged and must therefore also be considered
sensitive data and resides on TSD’s systems.
The focal point security wise has not been to restrict users with cruel intentions access to
the data, as much of the data is available through other sources, but rather to avoid loss of
and secure the integrity of the data.

Interpretation of gene variants
To make use of genetic information in diagnostics, and in research, the genetic
information needs to be interpreted to some degree. Through the process mentioned in
2.5.1 genes are annotated and genetic variants classified. The resulting genetic variants
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then have to be assessed for quality, relevance and pathogeny (Sæbø, Eike, Grünfeld, &
Aanestad, 2015). Parts of this, some variants, can be handled automatically based on
former analyzes, while some variants require manual interpretation by a clinician. ella is a
tool to make this process easier for the clinician. ella presents the information, genetic
variants specific to the current case/patient, in a presentable way to ease the handling of
all the information. ella weights different types of information based on the importance of
the data, and suggests a conclusion for each variant based on the information that is
available and changes the user has made at earlier stages in the process.

Gene panels
Gene panels is a list of genes that are important for a specific condition or disease. It
specifies a set of gene-level parameters for each gene and are used as one of the inputs for
ella.
Medical geneticists propose new gene panels for specific conditions based on medical
literature and databases. When the relevant genes have been selected, a number of
parameters for different properties need to be configured (DMG, Requirement
specification for UI for creating and editing gene panel configs, 2017). More details on
this topic follows in chapter 4.
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3 Methodology and Methods
When conducting research one of the key concepts is to follow the scientific method and
maybe even more important to document what and how everything is done, so that other
researchers can verify the work you have done and even replicate it if they want to. To
help researchers with this a vast array of methods, methodologies, paradigms, guidelines
and so on have been developed, or even simply occurred and then documented. They all
have their pros and cons, and in this chapter I will go through some of them to describe
and justify how my work has been conducted.

3.1 Methodology
There are several levels that guidelines can be applied to when doing research, and they
each affect the approach to research in different ways, where one level can have an effect
on the choices made for other levels, and they all have their strengths and weaknesses.

3.1.1 Qualitative vs. quantitative (approach)
The clearest way of separating research is to decide

“Qualitative research methods

if it is qualitative or quantitative. Qualitative

are designed to help

research is focusing on the quality of the data

researchers understand people

collected, meaning that you would go further in-

and the social and cultural

depth with fewer subjects or get more specific

contexts within which they live.

details about a phenomenon and so on, by doing

[..] the goal of understanding a

more detailed interviews, recording audio/video,

phenomenon from the point of

doing observations and studying the data collected

view of the participants and its

in more detailed afterward. Quantitative research is

particular social and

more concerned with variables that can be

institutional context is largely

quantified, collecting large amounts of a wider

lost when textual data are

range of more “shallow” data from a larger amount

quantified” (Myers, 1997).

of sources, which can include experiments,
questionnaires, statistics and so on, often in the quest of finding out the quantity or the
causality of a phenomenon. The choice of approach in large part dictates which methods
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are to be used, though they do not totally exclude any. It is also possible to mix it up and
use a combination of the two, a mixed methods research, where the data collected can
support or even strengthen the findings of the other.

3.1.2 Paradigms
Paradigms describe different approaches to the way of thinking about the research and
how you view and interpret the data, also called philosophical assumptions. There are
three main paradigms; positivist, interpretive and critical research.
Positivist research tries to describe reality using measurable properties without the
observer or the instruments having an effect on the outcome. Testing of theories and
variables in controlled settings is essential along with statistical tools. This means that it
fits better in the quantitative research approach than the qualitative as the focus is on
quantitative data and methods that are easier to replicate.
Interpretive research focuses more on understanding more complex phenomena and the
meaning the involved parties give to them. The relationship and interpretation of the
situation as it happens by the involved parties is important, while predefined variables and
settings does not play a large part. In addition, there will always be some involvement of
the researchers’ interpretation of the data collected in play.
Critical research focuses on the cultural, social and political domination in society and
how it constrains it, as well as people’s ability to change these constrains. The conflicts,
oppositions and contradictions of social structures and how they can be changed for the
better is important. Though the goal is noble, actually being able to change social
structures for the better can be hard, as the ones in power most likely will do what they
can to maintain the status quo if the is in their own best interest. But shedding light on the
foundation of the problems can have a positive effect over time.

3.1.3 Methodologies
Being more like a collection of methods and how to obtain relevant data rather than the
researcher’s mindset, methodologies describes more in detail the strategy for acquiring
data for the research. There are of course numerous methodologies to choose from, and
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they all have their positive and negative sides, but some of the most popular choices
include Case studies, Ethnography, Action research and grounded theory.
Case studies focus on a single case, preferably in its natural environment and real-life
context.
Ethnography involves trying to understand social practices and interactions in everyday
life, as they are happening, while describing what people actually do rather than what
they themselves report that they do. To achieve this the researcher often carry out
extensive sessions of observation over longer periods of time while also doing lots of
interviews to get a better understanding of the informants’ points of view. All this
observation usually results in large amounts of field notes that has to be thoroughly
analyzed after the observations are done.
Grounded theory is the research fields version of “winging it”, but with a more
thoroughly thought out plan for how to do it. The researchers try to enter the field with as
little preconceived ideas and prejudice about what will be found as possible and lets the
data found guide how the research should proceed as well as it will be the basis for ideas
and theories developed.
Action research involves trying to fix a problem or situation in collaboration with the
group of people experiencing said problem. Problems are identified and possible solutions
are developed, often in an iterative fashion with the number of cycles being the number of
cycles needed to solve the problem to the satisfaction of both the subjects and researchers.
A cycle usually involves diagnosing the problem, planning for action, taking action,
implementing and evaluation the outcome. If the outcome is not good enough another
cycle can be added, now with a better basis for understanding the problem as more
knowledge is available. This can contribute to solving real life problems at the same time
as theories for research can be developed, hopefully resulting in a positive outcome for all
involved parties.

3.2 Methods
Methods are the acts and techniques for actually obtaining data and gaining knowledge
about whatever is being researched. There are of course several methods of obtaining
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knowledge available and which one you choose usually depends on what data you want to
obtain, as well as the resources available. The methodology and approach chosen can also
have an effect one the choice of methods, as there are methods that fit better with certain
methodologies and so on, but it is not something that is set in stone, and it is up to the
researcher to choose what is appropriate and justify his choices by getting a good result. It
is also common to use more than one method for collecting data, both because the data
collected can overlap to a certain degree, which can strengthen the findings, and because
some data are easier collected by some methods than others.
Observation is often used to collect data about a phenomenon in its naturally occurring
setting. There are various types of observation with passive and participant being two of
them. Observation is good for acquiring data that can be hard to get through other
methods, like interviews, where the subject for instance can bend the truth a bit if there is
anything they do not want to disclose. Depending on how the observation is executed, the
subject might have to give consent to the observation, which in turn can affect the
subject’s behavior and the collection of data.
Interviews may be the most common form of data collection where information is
acquired by an interviewer asking questions to the subject, who then answers them.
Ranges from structured, almost like a questionnaire, through semi-structured, where the
questions and the flow of the interview is not that strictly defined, to open where there are
basically just some talking points and the interview flows more like a conversation.
Focus groups are kind of like interviews with several participants, often fairly open,
where the participants can talk and discuss around the topic, bringing out more facets of a
problem than they would one on one.
Prototyping is used when there is an artifact to be made, and a model of it is made to test
in a realistic setting. Depending on the artifact the level of function can vary greatly, but
paper representations of web pages or computer programs and wooden representations of
physical objects has been seen. It is a great method for actually testing something that
does not necessarily require a finished product, where knowledge can be drawn from
prototyping to improve the final product.
Document analysis can come in a wide range of forms and can include letters, articles
from newspapers, scientific magazines and so on, statistics, contracts, screen dumps and
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so on. It can be used for simply gaining knowledge about a field, comparing different
sources and finding similarities, differences or discrepancies, creating statistics and much
more.
Literature review is quite central to research and encompasses the act of reading through
previous literature to gain knowledge and review the contents of it.

3.3 My choices and reasons for selecting them
Through the course of my project and this thesis I have taken advantage of several of the
aforementioned approaches, methodologies and methods, some to a larger extent than
others. Here I will elaborate a bit about which I have used and also why and how that
came to be. There will also be small parts about some of what I have not used and why,
that I could have used or find it realistic to be used if anyone were to continue or add on
to my work.

3.3.1 Approach
Due to the nature of my project, with it being to develop a solution for a fairly small
amount of users and in cooperation with a small selection of individuals, was unlikely
from the start that I would have access to the right kind and number of sources to conduct
any kind of quantitative research. That would require access to more data, likely in the
form of more people and interviews or statistics from them. Therefore, I consider my
thesis to be in the qualitative realm of research, with it being based on conversations with
a small selection of people and their opinions on the matter, along with accumulation of
knowledge through reading about other projects and papers. The literature I have read
throughout the course of working with the thesis could probably have been analyzed and
quantified if I wanted to work within the quantitative research field, but I felt that that
would be pushing it just for the sake of doing quantitative research and what I read was
quite diverse and varied so it would probably have required even more reading to be
enough data.
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3.3.2 Paradigm
When it comes to a fitting paradigm for my research it’s a bit harder to determine. I can
fairly easy exclude the positivist paradigm due to it requiring more focus on measurable
properties and data that can be quantified, and the critical paradigm as there is little focus
on the social structures and governmental domination in my work. This could certainly be
a focus in similar thesis, as there is a complicated web of power structures and
stakeholders, each with their own goals and interests, in the field I have worked in, but
this is more because of it being part of the public sector with all its bureaucratic
complexity and has not been my focus. The interpretive paradigm fits better, but that is
more because of the part about the meaning given to the data by the researcher, in this
case me, and the understanding of the complex phenomena it is to develop and implement
a new computer system, rather than the rest of the description. Through my work I have
had to understand the process of development and implementation of a system in its
special context and being able to use insights from earlier projects when doing so, as well
as basing it on my own interpretation of both the papers that I have read and my
conversations with the expert group, more specifically their wishes and requirements.

3.3.3 Methodology
I’ve tried to follow the action research methodology when working on the project. Action
research fits quite well as there was a real problem to be fixed, and there was
collaboration with the people experiencing those problems. The problem was defined
fairly well from the get go, and as the expert group had the knowledge of the problem and
its surrounding factors, their word were more impactful than mine, but I feel that I took
part in the process and that there was a good dynamic in our conversations. Who it is that
actually experiences the problem is not straight forward in this, as it is technically the end
users that are experiencing the problem, but it is the expert group that has initiated the
action to come up with a solution for it, without the end users’ explicit knowledge. This
has also led to that it is the expert group that I have collaborated with, not the end users.
To be a full blown action research there is a need for more than one cycle, and depending
on how you see it I haven’t really done more than one cycle. Though there was kind of a
cyclic fashion to my work, and it did consist of several iterations through the different
stages mentioned in the previous section, I would argue that those were just that, iteration,
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not cycles. The actual cycles I will leave for the expert group to continue and extend on
my work if they want to.
Other methodologies were considered, and some of them could have been viable options
with minor or major tweaks to the project. A case study with the case of end users
performing their tasks could have been done. But this would require a lot more access to
resources, both the actual end users and their equipment. Ethnography could be done by
e.g. observing the end users while they perform the tasks to understand the context and
figure out what the problem was and so on. Grounded theory could also have been used,
and might have been the next best option due to the wish of entering the field with as little
background knowledge as possible, and then go wherever the data led. I did not have very
much knowledge of the field when starting the project, but I can’t really say that I went
where the data told me.
In the end it is really the development project that was the deciding factor when it came to
choosing action research. I wanted to develop something, the expert group had their
problem, together we could find a solution.

3.3.4 Methods
When doing research, it is common to use a combination of methods to gain data and
knowledge. I am no exception to that, and have used several of them to a varying degree,
and I’d even say that I’ve even used a combination of a couple of them.

Prototyping
The goal of my project is to make a computer program, so it is quite natural to also
develop prototypes. By developing a vertical prototype, a simple but working program
that can illustrate and simulate aspects of a future finished project (Bødker, Kensing, &
Simonsen, 2004), the solution could be presented to the expert group during development,
allowing for feedback and conversation around it and how to proceed.
Using the process of prototyping is also a good opportunity to create the prototype and
then use that to learn about the field of both DSS and parts of the health care sector. The
prototype provides a unique opportunity to compare it to other similar systems and taking
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that into account while in the development process, instead of waiting for the end
evaluation and starting over. It allows for quick continuous improvements as the project
progresses.
This was the method that I concentrated the most on, as it was, in conjunction with the
meetings with the expert group, by far what I learned the most from.
The expert group had some initial ideas for the solution, and through several iteration of
prototypes, meetings and discussions about it, a final solution arrived.
You could also argue that all I have done is making a prototype, as what was delivered
was not a finished product, and that is true to a certain extent. My solution was a
functional prototype, and the expert group only had to make some minor tweaks for it to
run on the targeted systems, but it is also a solution that they can, and most likely will,
continue to develop in the future.

Literature review
To get an overview of the field, some general knowledge about the processes behind
developing for the field, and more specific background information about previous
projects and existing systems, I have read through books and papers on the subjects. To
get an overview of the field I mostly read academic books. There was an abundance of
available books, and they are all quite extensive so I cannot claim to have read then all
from cover to cover, but I have read parts of many, some more than others, mainly
focusing on getting a broad overview, while also reading specific chapters about what I
found to be more relevant. Many of the papers I’ve read has been about other projects
similar to the GenAP project, where a lot of them describe their take on the process of
developing such a system, what to do, how to do it, and not and so on. This functioned as
a background for when I did the actual developing myself, something that I could use as a
basis for knowing what to do and not. In addition to this I have gathered some
information and documentation about relevant things that are even more specific to my
project and the surrounding environment, and taken that into account during the process
of the project.
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Document analysis
Though it has not been done in a very formal fashion, I would argue that I have been
conduction a certain degree of document analysis during the project. The requirement
specification, the source code for ella, and some background information on the GenAP
project proved to be valuable resources for analyzing and getting an understanding of
what I should be doing. They did require some form of analysis as they are quite
complicated documents unless you actually sit down and try to understand them, and
extracting relevant meaning from them requires some work. But as I mentioned it was not
done in a formal fashion, so I not have a report or anything to show for it, except for my
own project, but that doesn’t really count.

Interview and focus/expert group
I would like to put these methods together even though they usually are separate. The
reason for this is that I technically have not used them in their strict sense, but more a
combination of them in one. For the most part I have had meetings and conversations
with the expert group, discussing different topics concerning my project. The reason I
choose to combine the methods is that our meeting didn’t strictly adhere to the methods
constrains in the traditional sense, but rather used parts of them in a nice union. The
meetings were not exactly a focus group, as these usually are with participants from a
user group, with a leader guiding the discussion to relevant topics. But they were not like
a traditional interview either, as there were always several subjects present, in addition to
that I did not feel that there was an interviewer vs. interviewee(s) dynamic, but rather we
all had a similar role in the setting.
On the other hand, I did set up the meeting in the same fashion I would a semi-structured
interview, bordering on open ended. To allow for a more open conversation, in addition
to that there wasn’t necessarily very many specific questions I had for them at any given
time, but rather more overarching themes, I did not prepare a strict list of specific
questions to ask in advance. I did however, always have some bullet points with what I
wanted to get some more information about, and there would emerge new topics and
information through our conversations that gave relevant information.
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I feel that in such a case, where it can be seen as a collaboration between me and the
expert group this way of doing it fits quite well as it allows for everyone to be involved,
participate and contribute. It does rely on having a working group dynamic, and I do not
think that was a problem in this case at all, and this way of doing things certainly fit me
very well. And if there was any doubt, I did get everything I wanted out of the meetings.
Feedback was received continually, things that were unclear were cleared up, guidance
was given when needed, all being valuable input for the project. It did happen a couple of
times that I had more questions after leaving the meeting, but that was usually me
forgetting to ask something, or coming up with new questions as soon as I left. Those
times it was easy to get a hold of the expert group to get answers, without needing to
arrange another meeting right away.
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4 Gene Panel Configuration webapp
In this chapter I will go through different facets of my project. First I will describe the
problem that was going to be solved, what the current solution was and a suggestion for a
solution. Then comes a section where I mention some key parts of the process of working
with my project. A description of my solution follows that, and in the end I go through
some reasoning for choosing the technologies used and finally some notes that concerns
the implementation of my solution.

4.1 Description of problem/case
The Department of Medical Genetics at OUH utilize special files called gene panels in
their work. Diseases or medical conditions have gene panels that are a list of genes that
are important for that specific disease or condition, and should be processed and
analyzed. The panels also contain a set of gene-level parameters for each gene, which are
inheritance, frequency, disease mode, last exon important and free text. Descriptions of
these can be found in the next section. The files are used in a bioinformatics pipeline that
transforms raw HTS data to a richly annotated list of genetic variants in a sample.

Current solution
When creating new or changing existing gene panels, a combination of manual and
automated tasks is used, and it can look something like this:


Clinicians propose new gene panels for a condition based on literature.
Analysts evaluate the proposed gene panel.



Bioninformaticians and analysts investigate investigates if the genes can be used
in a HTS-based test.



A command line tool gathers information and generates a suggestion for
parameter values.
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The suggestion is manually curated and edited if needed, with the help of Excel
spreadsheets.



This spreadsheet is then manually parsed to a JSON format compatible with the
bioinformatics pipeline.

My task, proposed solution
It was the last two bullet points, the manual tasks, and making this part of the process
easier for the users that would become my project.
Instead of manually editing parameters in excel and parsing them to a JSON format they
wanted a user interface that presented the gene panel, where parameters were editable and
the edited panel could be exported to the compatible JSON format. They also wanted to
expand the capabilities of the gene panels by introducing global and gene panel defaults.
A requirement specification was formed by DMG and became the basis for my early
work. Some highlights from the requirement specification:


Solution MUST include:
o Gene name and HGNC ID
o Parameters that are editable
o Possibility to export panel to a compatible format



Solution SHOULD include/be:
o Highlighting of parameter based on if it is different than the global default
o Stand-alone solution
o Web-based
o Compatible with the current JSON-format

There are more to the specification than I have included here, but as the specification was
made early in the project, and through conversations and correspondence with the expert
group some of them were modified or even left out, in addition to some of them being
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more like guidelines for future development, I feel that those I have included here gives a
rough picture of what they were and what I used as a basis for my project.
The full requirement specification can be found in Appendix A.

4.2 Road towards the goal
After the requirement specification was formed I could start with the project, but there
were certainly some aspects of the specification and the project that may not have been as
clear to me as it should have been. This was in large part because I did not have enough
knowledge about the field and other similar systems to understand how it all was
supposed to work yet. But we would also find out that there were some more things that
did not necessarily make perfect sense. More on this later.
To make my understanding more complete and everything clearer there was a repeated
need for communication. This was solved both through meeting with the expert group and
also through email correspondence. The meetings allowed for both the two sided
conversations where everyone could get answers to whatever they wanted to know, and
also for both parties, but especially me, to use the prototype as a resource to help explain
or illustrate any confusions or questions for when things were unclear. Email
correspondence worked great for smaller questions that could have simple enough
answers to not need a discussion
around it, or if there was something
that I had forgotten to ask about, or
the times when something seemed
pretty straight forward when talking
about it in the meeting, but then
turned out not to be.

Meeting number
1
2
3
4

the expert group, including those
before the requirement specification

Initial meeting. Possible projects
were discussed.
More specific about a suggestion
for a project.
The suggestion for requirement
specification.
Format of the panel
configuration.

5

Status of the solution so far, and
some clarifications about the
spec.

6

Presentation of a working version
of the solution, and possible
improvements.

7

Final assessment and small
evaluation of the project.

Meetings
There were 7 meetings arranged with

What was discussed

Table 3: List of the meetings with the expert group.
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was formed. There were usually four people at the meetings, me being one of them.

Correspondence
There was correspondence going back and forth at irregular intervals through the whole
project, updates on how the project was going, arranging meeting and so on, but there was
one situation where the correspondence picked up significantly. After the fourth meeting
where we discussed the format of the panel configuration, and where we all had agreed
that it looked OK and shouldn’t pose any problems, when I started implementing, it
turned out that the format was quite illogical and contained more information than it
needed to, making the implementation more complicated than it needed to. This resulted
in a higher frequency of correspondence with several suggestions for improvements,
eventually resulting in a new cleaner format for the panel configuration, which in turn
resulted in easier implementation on my end.

Development
Apart from the meetings and correspondence already mentioned, for me the project
basically consisted development and research. There were periods of time where I spent
more time doing one or the other, but naturally the pace picked up when I started getting
the hang of the frameworks and time drew closer to delivery.

4.3 Description of solution
The goal of the web-app is to allow users, mainly clinical personnel, to review and edit
the so called gene panels used in the bioinformatics pipeline mentioned earlier. The
pipeline “transforms raw HTS data to a richly annotated list of genetic variants in a
sample, and specifies which genes should be processed and analyzed” (DMG,
Requirement specification for UI for creating and editing gene panel configs, 2017).
Below follows a fairly detailed description of the web-app in its present state, along with
its functionality. The values in the pictures, at least some of them, does not necessarily
represent a realistic gene panel, but is there to show and emphasize the different
possibilities available, while also being a result of inserting random values to test the
functionality.
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Figure 4 General appearance of the web-app

Figure 5 1: Show all genes-button, 2: Search-field, 3: Save panel-button, 4: Table headers, 5: Global default gene, 6:
Gene panel configuration gene, 7: Regular genes

4.3.1 Genes
Much of the meaning of the web-app is to display different values belonging to different
genes. Each gene is represented in its own row on the page. There are two “reference
genes” that will always be there, and a number of regular genes displayed depending on
other factors, the gene list imported, if they have been modified or the search function.
Each gene has a number of values, represented by each column. Some of them cannot be
changed, basically the first three columns, while the rest can be changed by the users.

Global default gene
One of the special “genes”, not actually a real gene, but it represents the so called global
default values, the values that should be assigned to regular genes if they do not get their
value from somewhere else. As some of the values can differ depending on the
inheritance mode this is represented a bit different than the regular genes, with two rows,
the “AD” and “default” variation of inheritance, of frequencies.
The global default is determined at a higher level and should not be changed by the users,
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therefore it is not possible to edit this “gene”. The comment field is blank and not editable
as there is no good reason to leave comments for the global default, or all genes.

Gene panel configuration gene
Much like the global default “gene” in appearance, but instead of the values being the
global defaults, this represents the values of the specific gene panel configuration. These
are the values that the regular gene should be assigned if there should not be the global
default value and also has not been assigned a special value by the user.
The gene panel configuration “gene” values can be changed by the user, except for the
comment field.

Regular genes
These are the regular genes and their assigned values. The number of genes shown and
their values are determined by several factors. In the beginning the genes shown will be
any gene that has a value that differs from the global default. This is determined by the
imported gene panel configuration file, which contains a list of genes that should be the
gene panel configuration default, or if the value has been modified to something else
earlier. The “show modified”-button and the search field can further modify the number
of genes shown.
All fields can be modified, except the first three columns. The comment field is editable
as a comment specific to a gene can be handy.

Scrolling
If the number of regular genes is larger than what is possible to display on the page it will
be possible to scroll through the remaining genes.
The global default and gene panel configuration “genes” are there mostly to function as a
reference point when evaluating the different values of other genes. Therefore, they will
stay in place, and not be scrollable like the regular genes. This ensures that no matter how
much the user scrolls, they will always have the ability to compare regular gene values to
the “reference genes”.
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4.3.2 Different values
Each column consists of the following values for each gene (which are represented with a
row each).

Gene name
The name of the gene, defined by the imported gene list.

Gene key
A unique identifier for the gene, defined by the imported gene list, but also its official
HGNC ID, which is a unique id number given to each known gene by the “HUGO Gene
Nomenclature Committee”. The Gene id text is also a link to a webpage with more
information about the specific gene.

Inheritance
The expected inheritance mode for pathogenic variant in a gene.
There are currently four possible values; autosomal/X-linked
dominant/recessive (AD/AR/XD/XR), and in some cases a single
gene can have more than one value. This value is not editable in the

Figure 6: Different kinds
of inheritance

current version as the value is set by other means, but it is important to include it because
the default values imported from the global default and the gene panel configuration can
be different based on the inheritance value. As of now there is in practice only one value
that is able to actually change the output of the panel, and that is if the gene is expected to
be only autosomal dominant (AD). Any other combination of inheritance will result in the
“default” default values being imported.
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Frequencies
There are four different columns with frequencies, Internal/External
and High/Low. These frequency values are cutoffs for observed variant
frequencies in healthy population for when to define a variant as
“Common” or “less common” (DMG, Requirement specification for
UI for creating and editing gene panel configs, 2017). The
internal/external part denotes the sources of the frequency value, if it is
sourced from an internal or external database, while the hi/low show
the upper and lower bounds.
The frequencies can be changed by inputting other values, only valid
Figure 7:
Frequencies with
colors indicating
difference from
special genes

characters are accepted, at the moment this includes numerical
characters in addition to comma (“,”) and dot (“.”).

Disease mode
This value depicts whether loss-of-function and/or missense
mutation of the gene are expected to cause disease. There are
three possible values, available from a dropdown menu,
LOF, MISS and ANY, corresponding to loss-of-function,

Figure 8: Disease mode and Last
exon important values with
dropdown menu

missense and any of the two, respectively.

Last exon important
Shows whether the last exon of the gene is important or not. There are two possible
values available through a dropdown menu, last exon important, LEI, and last exon not
important, LENI.

Comment
This is an open field where the users
can input comments for the specific
genes. Only part of the comment is
displayed all the time, and clicking,
or focusing by any other means, the
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Figure 9: Comment text box when clicked

comment field will expand the field, revealing more of the comment while also allowing
the user to edit the comment.

4.3.3 Buttons, fields and other
functions

Figure 10: Show all-button, Search field and save panelbutton

There are several handy functions implemented, mostly to make finding or highlight
specific genes or values.

“Show all/ modified genes”-button
This button has two states, show modified genes only and show all genes, and dictates
which regular genes are shown. When all genes are shown, naturally all the genes that are
in the imported gene list are shown, while only the regular genes that have been modified
in some way is displayed when the “show only modified genes” state is active. This is
also the default state. In practice it will be the genes that has any value that differs from
the global default that will be shown by default.

Search-field
By typing anything into this field, the number of general genes will be reduced to include
only those that matches with what has been typed. It matches with any of the fields except
for the inheritance and comment field. This means the users can search for number to
match with any of the frequencies or the gene key, or user letters to match with disease
mode, last exon important or the gene name, which is the most likely usage. The search is
also case insensitive, or to be more precise, any alphabetic input it converted to capital
letters. The regular genes will update in real time, and there is no need to click search or
press enter to initiate the search.

“Save panel”-button
This button lets the user save the changes that has been made to the gene panel
configuration to a new file. The gene panel configuration file that was imported is
updated with any changed values, and as explained earlier, only the values that differ
from the global default is saved. If any value was modified from before, but the user
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changes it to be the same as the global default the save button might only delete the entry
from the gene panel configuration file (depending on other values for the specific gene),
resulting in it having the global default value on the next import.

Colors of the values
There are three different colors the values can have, and each color
represents what source has determined its value. The colors are there
to highlight if there is anything about the specific value that differs
from, or is the same, as the corresponding value of the reference

Figure 11: Different
colors for different
values

genes.
White: Values that are the same as the global default gene has a white color.
Red: Values that are the same as the gene panel configuration gene has a red color.
Yellow: Values that have been modified by a user, and therefore differs from the reference
genes has a yellow color.
Colors are updated in real time when modifying the values.

Sorting function
When clicking on the table headers the regular genes are sorted depending on which
column was clicked on. The frequencies and gene key are sorted numerically, that is by
their size, while the rest is sorted alphabetically. As of now it is not possible to sort based
on the comment field, but the “show modified”-button can filter out many genes that does
not have a comment, so I don’t think it is really needed.

4.4 Choice of technology
Through the process of developing the Gene Panel Configuration web-app there were
some decisions that had to be made concerning what technologies to use and support and
not. There is an almost infinite amount of possibilities and they all have their own
positive and negative sides. As I, and most people, do not have extensive knowledge
about all the possibilities it can be hard to make the right choices, but I figured that it
would be best to choose something that I am somewhat familiar with, and that is not to
complex that most of the time would have to be spent actually learning the specific
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technology. There was of course also another stakeholder in the project, the OUH, and
they should also have a say in the choice of technology, as they are the ones that are
actually going to implement it into their system, use and maintain it in the future.
As mentioned it is the expert group at OUH that will be the ones to handle the app in the
end, so they naturally had some wishes when it came to what technologies to use. I was
given fairly free rains on the choice of technology, but we did discuss several options
before a choice was made. As I consider their voice more important than mine in the
matter most of their wishes were granted, but the most important part is that the different
options were discussed and the final choice was something all parties were happy with.
Below is a description of some of the choices made along with some reasoning for why it
was chosen. There is also a description of some of the constraints that are present for the
project, both introduced by the expert group and the technologies.

4.4.1 Web-based
It was a strong wish from the expert group that the solution would be web-based due to
the simplicity of distributing the solution to the users, as well as the simplicity it
incorporates concerning maintenance and continued development. With it being webbased the solution acts as a web page, and all the user will need to access the solution is a
computer with a web browser, like any other web page. Compared to a standalone
program that would have to be installed on each user’s computer a web-based solution is
a lot easier to maintain. If the system is to be updated, it would be enough to update it on
the server and the updated version will instantly be available to all users. With the
standalone solution, each and every user’s computer would have to install the new version
separately.

4.4.2 HTML, CSS, JavaScript, Node.js, JSON
As a natural consequence of the solution being web-based, HTML is utilized as the
markup language.
CSS is used to make styling the HTML-elements easier; both when developing the
solution, and in case the interface is subject to change any time in the future.
JavaScript is used as it supports the execution of code in the browser, unlike HTML
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which is static in nature. It is a requirement as the solution has to do some calculations
and interpretation that is not possible without execution of code. The alternative would be
to have a standalone computer program.
To simplify the process of installation of the application on a server as well as providing
some nifty functionality for development, Node.js was used.
JSON is used as the format for the files imported and exported.

4.4.3 React
To allow for easier development and maintenance, as well as it handling much at run
time, a JS framework was selected. ella was developed using Angular v.1 and a natural
choice could have been to go that same route, but as it is getting quite old (technologywise, as it is not old in the traditional sense), the expert group suggested I choose between
the newer version of Angular, v.2, and React. Both frameworks are kind of similar, and in
large part does much of the same, but with different syntax and so on, and both are able to
accomplish what is wanted in this project. To view it simply they are two competing
frameworks able to reach the same goal, with Angular being developed by Google, while
Facebook is developing React.
As I already had better knowledge of React than I had of Angular, in addition to that with
my limited knowledge I liked the style of React better, I felt that that was the wiser
choice.
One of the biggest positive sides of React is that it enables an easy way of developing an
advance web page that a user can interact with without having to reload the page between
each action. This can make the web page work more like a regular computer program
than a simple regular web page. A big part of the react code style is using “components”.
I like to compare them somewhat to objects in object-oriented programming, as they are
versatile parts of code that can be reused. There usually is a strict hierarchy between the
components, which React utilizes when it assesses what to render and not. That is another
good thing about React; whenever there is a change in the web page, in our instance
usually made by the user, instead of rendering the whole page again with the changes
made, React assesses which components have change and which ones have not, and rerenders only those that has changed. This reduces the processing power needed to use the
web page, which in turn allows for the web page to handle larger amounts of data without
impacting the user’s experience.
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4.4.4 Modularity
To help with how the expert group implement my solution into their existing systems they
requested that the solution was a standalone solution with a high degree of modularity.
Though I would not exactly consider modularity a technology itself, it relevant and has
impact on the other choices concerning technology. Both HTML, React and so on help
with this, as even though it can work as a standalone solution, which is also a
requirement, it can easily be incorporated into other similar systems with some minor
modifications.

4.4.5 Appearance
As my solution could be regarded as an extension to ella it would be nice if the user
interface of my solution was somewhat similar to the user interface in ella. Though this
was not very important, there is also no good reason to diverge much from ella’s UI.

4.4.6 Constraints
The previously listed choices of technology focuses on what they can help with and make
easier and were not hard constraints, but included the expert group’s wishes and
suggestions. But there were also some hard constraints, that had an impact on the
development of the solution.
Compatibility with Internet Explorer was one of those constraints, as the computers that
the users will use it on does not have access to other browsers because of a policy at
OUH. Though it is not a big problem, and IE support most of the wanted functionality,
there is couple of situations where some extra or suboptimal measures has to be taken to
be able to achieve a satisfying solution.
Another restraint was the format of the imported and exported data, which most
importantly should follow the same structure so they can be used interchangeably, but it
is also going to be produced and used by other systems, so it really has to adhere to the
given rules or the point of the application basically disappears. The JSON schema that
was provided was very practical, as it allowed me to test that the exported data was
correct.
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4.5 Implementation
As with most computer systems and solutions everything is not always straightforward
when it comes to the implementation, and there are usually some quirks that are special
for that particular system. This is also true for my solution, and this section will describe
some of the quirks and anything else that should be known concerning the
implementation of the solution.
The code, in its entirety can be viewed at the following web page:
https://github.com/kristerbakken/GenePanels/tree/master

4.5.1 Shortcomings
Due to the nature of my solution with it being fairly modular, and the fact that it will be
the expert group that actually implements the solution for real on OUH computer systems
due to OUH policy, one could say that I’m delivering an unfinished product. However,
the goal is that it should not be harder than to downloading the files and running a simple
command to install it, and another to run the solution.
I am not an expert on any of the technologies included in my solution, so I cannot claim
that the current version is optimal. On the contrary I am well aware that it is not. I already
know of several things that could, and maybe should, be improved in the future. The
process of developing the solution has been a learning experience, both of the
technologies and the process of developing itself. A result of this is that I have went in
some of the not so optimal direction at several steps during the process. This in turn has
resulted in the mentioned suboptimal solution. However, what I consider most important
is that it works and can be used for what it is supposed to, and it does. Then another
version can possibly be completed at a later date of there is a need and interest for it.
My code at this time can probably be described as a bit messy. This is also a result of my
lack of expertise on the technologies and the learning process. As I learned more through
the process, I often discovered that something I had done earlier maybe should have been
done differently. To ensure some progress and not spend time redoing my project all the
time I usually chose to proceed with what I had, and save the fixing for later. This
resulted in some so called spaghetti code and me having to code around this at certain
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times. However, my project is not that large, so it was not that big of a problem for me,
though it might be a bigger problem for anyone else having to handle my code. I of
course know that the end result might have been better if I fixed some of the things as I
discovered them, but as I mentioned earlier it is more important that it works than that it
is perfect.

4.5.2 Prerequisites
For the solution to work there are certain things that need to be in place and some that has
to be done first. An integral part of the solution is based on the importation of certain
values. These are the global default file, the gene panel configuration file and the gene list
file. As of my solution now, these “files” are hardcoded into the “api.js” part of my
project, and it is up to the expert group to switch out my api.js with an actual API
communicating with their other systems in the future.
The gene list is a list of all the genes that are a part of the specific gene panel in question,
and is in the form of the gene name, the id and the inheritance value, the values that are
pre-specified and cannot be changed by the user.
The global default file contains the values that genes should have if they do not get their
values from the gene panel configuration file.
The gene panel configuration file contains information about which genes and values that
should not get their values from the global default and what they are. It can be found in
Appendix B.

4.5.3 Design/implementation choices
Through the development of my solution, I have had to make several decisions when it
comes to both the appearance of the solution, and the specifics of how each functionality
was to be implemented. Some of the decisions were taken in collaboration with the expert
group or at least on basis of our conversations, while other decisions were taken fully by
me. It was decisions that concerned things I did not consider important enough I did not
confer with them about, thinking that if my decision was any kind of wrong they would
notice it and give some feedback, so that I could change it.
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Colors
The colors, mainly those that separate the different values in the gene panel configuration
area and indicate their origin or if they have been altered, are taken from ella’s source
code, so that there is some similarity between them. There is no direct correlation
between what the colors indicate in ella and in my solution, and I’ve based it mostly on
conversations with the expert group. The goal of the colors is to emphasize if any values
diverge from the global default. Therefore, only those that does has color, other than
white, with red being the gene panel default and yellow being those values changed by
the user.
To make it easier to separate the different genes and the values on their row, every other
row has a slightly gray overlay. A common way to do it that should not need further
explanation.

Input types
As the configuration panel has several different values that can be changed it is also
natural that they differ in types of input depending of what is easiest for the user. The goal
is that the user should not be able to input any incompatible information, say a number in
the disease mode input as that would not make any sense and would produce an output
that would not be compatible with other parts of OUH’s systems.
The values for gene name, key and inheritance are technically implemented as input
elements, but as they are not supposed to be changed by the users there is not any
functionality related to this implemented for these fields.
The frequencies (Hi/Low + Internal/External) should only ever be a valid numerical
value. Often these values are below zero, with several decimals, which requires the
support for commas or dots to be entered. To handle this, I have coded a simple function
that, through the help of JS, evaluates what the user has input and checks if it is valid. To
be a bit more specific it checks if the pushed key is a numerical character, comma or dot.
Commas and dots are both converted to dot, as this is what is used in the JSON schema.
Then the resulting value is checked for validity, checking that it is an actual valid
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numerical value. If the key pressed is valid the value is updated correspondingly, but if it
is not nothing happens- This ensures that users cannot input values with alphabetic
character or more than one dot/comma, hence ensuring that only valid values are entered.
“Disease mode” and “Last exon important” are dropdown menus with a preconfigured
number of possibilities, as these values should never have any other than those possible
values.
The comment field is more up to the users to keep tidy, as there isn’t really any
restrictions to how they can use it. This field could be implemented more advanced, with
support for links and so on, but through the conversations with the expert group we
figured that it would not be necessary, as it should encourage keeping it simple as a
comment field with too much clutter would be counterproductive.
The search field is the last input field, which has little limitation to the input, but entering
something into this field has a very specific effect. Whenever this field has focus and a
key is pressed a function will, in real time, search through each of the fields and match
the input to any part of any of the gene values. If there is a match the whole gene will
show, even if the input only matches a part of one for the values for the gene. To achieve
this the function iterates though all values in all genes matching it to whatever is in the
search field using the JS indexOf-function. indexOf is used to ensure support for Internet
Explorer, as includes can be easier in some circumstances.
The iteration though all values of all genes can pose a performance issue, as the number
of iterations will increase exponentially when more genes are added. This all depends on
the number of genes in the gene panel and the power of the computer used. I tested it with
about 2700 genes and it took a couple of seconds to load all of them on a fairly powerful
machine, but as the largest gene panels supposedly has about 900 genes, and it is usually
only the edited genes that are shown, it should not pose a problem as of today. If it turns
out that it is or becomes a problem a better solution should be implemented.

Visible genes
With the number of genes in a gene panel ranging from tens to almost thousands, one of
the main goals of my solution is to let the user, in an intuitive fashion, be able to limit the
number of genes that are displayed at any given time. When the page loads only the genes
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that differ from the global default is shown, as there are the genes that already have been
and are most likely to be modified. This was a request from the expert group. To achieve
this, the render-method takes advantage of the isModified-method which goes through
each value of each gene and compares it to the global default. If any of the values differ
the gene is flagged as modified and will be shown.
To have even more power over which genes are shown and not the user also has the
“Show modified”-button and the search field they can utilize. Though it does not affect
which genes are shown but rather in what order they are displayed, it is possible to sort
the genes based on a number of factors. More on those options below.
It is important to mention that all the values are there at all times, it is just what is shown
and not that changes.

Buttons
The “Show modified”-button has the function of toggling if only the genes that have been
altered in some way or all genes are displayed. This is handled by an extra attribute that
the render function described above takes into account. All genes are iterated through and
if the showModified-value is false, that is that all genes should be shown, it is pretty
simple, every gene is rendered. When only modified genes are to be shown it is a bit more
complicated, with another function checking every value of the gene to see if it differs
from the global default or gene panel configuration default. If it does it is shown, if not it
is not. The button is in fact not technically a button, as I’ve implemented it as a checkbox
rather than a button, because it was easier to have it behave like a toggle button when it is
a checkbox rather than an actual button element.
Whenever the “Save Panel”-button is pressed there is a function that first creates a blank
gene panel configuration and then iterates through all the values of each gene to see if it
differs from either the global default or the gene panel configuration default. If it does the
differing gene and value is saved to the panel.
This function could have been handled otherwise by updating the values continuously and
then just taking a snapshot of/exporting it when pushing the button, but I felt that had
more control over the process and that it was safer to do it this way.
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Sorting-functionality
If a gene panel has a lot of genes that has values that have been modified, then it might
not help that much that only genes with modified values are displayed by default. The
functionality is accessed by clicking the table headers in the gene panel, e.g. Gene key,
which is a quite common practice. When clicking on a header the name of the header is
registered, and as the gene components are stored as an array it is fairly simple to sort the
genes based on the values of the given header. There is one quirk though, and that is that
the genes have both some numerical values, and alphabetic/alphanumeric values. To
achieve the correct behavior, which is that numerical values are sorted by size and
everything else alphabetically, separate sorting algorithms had to be used. For
convenience the user can also reverse the sorting, which is handled by a simple true/false
variable.

4.5.4 Testing
Though I have done some testing on my own there has been a lack of testing for all
possible use cases and different configurations. There is a limit to how many different
configurations I can come up with myself and also how much time should be spent
coming up with more. Though I for the most part have been working with the project on
my home computer, with Chrome as my testing browser and screen with a 4K resolution
as relevant variables, I have also tested it with Internet Explorer and a more common
1080p resolution to ensure it works for those configurations too. Due to the nature of the
technologies that has been used I do not expect there to be much problems with other
configurations as it should be able to adapt itself to a certain extent.
As mentioned, I have tested the solution on my configuration with a gene list containing
all the genes in chromosome 1, which is about 2700 genes. It does take a couple of
seconds for all the genes to load and this is not as responsive as it should, but in a realistic
setting it shouldn’t be a problem.
My solution is fairly small and my project has been quite manageable, which has made it
more convenient to test the most important things manually. Being the only developer on
the project is also a huge factor here, as I should have a pretty good overview of the
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project myself. For larger projects, with several contributors and more complexity it
would be likely that producing automated tests would be a better idea.

4.5.5 Possible/proposed improvements
Though my solution satisfies most for the proposed functionality in the requirement
specification there is always room for improvement and further development, and this is
no exception. The following are suggestion for improvements that can serve as a
guideline for further development. Some of the suggestions are a result of ideas I have
had throughout the project but have not had the opportunity to realize, while some of
them comes from conversations with the expert group.

Improved search functionality
More options for searching and filtering the results can come in handy, especially for
panels with a large amount of genes. Including the comment field in the search could also
be nice, allowing the users to easily locate genes with specific comments. This could be
accomplished by for instance having checkboxes where the user can choose which values
are included in the search/filter or something in that direction.

Customization depending on users
If the solution is improved with user account functionality several possibilities opens up.
Having access to recently used gene panels, as well as presets for certain panels could
come in handy. The fact that different users might have different knowledge about the
different values, makes it so that it could be a good idea to hide some of the values to
make it more comprehensible for them if they are not familiar with what they mean.
Tooltips can also be of help in such a situation.

Batch modification of values
One flaw with my solution as of now is that if there are many genes in the gene panel, and
you want to change the default value for the gene panel, the values for the genes does not
update. You would have to manually edit all the values, or save the panel and import the
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new configuration file. This can be improved, by letting all values be updated when the
gene panel default is changed.

Creating new panels
With some minor modification, my solution can be used to create new gene panels. For
this to work you would have to remove the strict dependency of importing a gene list and
configuration file, while adding functionality for adding or removing genes to and from
the panel. For the last bit to be realistic you would also need some kind of connection to a
database of all possible genes, unless you let the users have all the responsibility of
entering the correct name and id for a gene, values they cannot usually modify.

Better comment-field
This was one of the things that the expert group mentioned, and one of the things they are
most likely to start improving first. Right now the solution only supports simple text, with
no advanced processing of that text. A logical improvement could be to include support
for rich text, which will for instance make links in the comments clickable.
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5 Evaluation
Evaluation is an important part of any project, and gives the opportunity to reflect on the
results of the project and the process of working on it. Here I will assess if my solution
satisfies the expectations of the expert group, some reflections on what I have learned
through the process of working on the project and lastly compare my solution to some of
the classifications mentioned in earlier sections.

5.1 Does my prototype satisfy the requirements?
I will use the requirement specification as well as a report from the expert group to asses
if my solution satisfies the requirements.

Requirement specification
The specification had three levels of requirement, where the “MUST”-requirements
described the minimum to be a satisfactory solution, the “SHOULD”-requirements
describe functionality that would be nice if was implemented but was not a must, while
the last level described more advanced functionality requiring more complex integration
with other systems and so on, that were highly optional and more like a vision for the
continued development after the project.
My solution supports all of the “MUST”-functionality, which basically are displaying and
editing parameters as well as exporting it to a compatible format.
It does not support all of the “SHOULD”-functionality. It has clear marking of parameters
that differ from the global default, and satisfies the technical requests, but lacks
configuration of the interface. When it comes to compatibility with the design of ella it
depends a bit on how you see it. My solution’s code for appearance is founded on the
CSS files from ella, but has been modified as there were some differences in how things
could be presented as well as expected behavior. But it does not mean that it is
incompatible with the design of ella, so I’d say that it satisfies the requirement to a certain
degree. The functionality of importing lists of genes by ID is technically not supported,
but though the communication with the expert group that requirement has changed a bit.
We agreed that it would be reasonable that the solution imports a list of genes, containing
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both name and id, and that is what is implemented.
As mentioned the last level of requirements were more a vision for the future, so I’ve left
it at that and not implemented any of those functionalities.

Report from the expert group
After the project was finished I got a report, or certificate, from the expert group where
they include a short description of the project, their evaluation and also their future plans
for my solution. The report is found in the Appendix C in Norwegian, but to paraphrase
the most relevant sentences; “By using modern technologies Krister has satisfied all of
the minimum and several suggested requirements and changes in a good fashion. The
solution seems simple to both integrate into existing systems and expand upon.”
They also mention that they in the near future will implement it as a standalone system
for their users, while aiming to continue development for integration into ella at a later
date.

In sum
To sum it up I would certainly say that my solution satisfies the requirements. There were
of course some requirements that, by choice, was not satisfied, but as mentioned most of
those were advanced functionalities mainly meant for future implementation. The
problem that they had, manual and user unfriendly processes for editing gene panels, have
technically not been solved yet, as that would require that the users have started using it
already. But as soon as it is deployed I would consider the problem to be solved, and it
will be of immediate value for the intended users, and in turn other actors in the
organization. You could always argue that it is only solved to a certain extent and that
always could have more functionality, but for the sake of this thesis I consider the
problem to be solved to a satisfying degree as of now.

5.2 What has been learned
Throughout the process of developing a functioning prototype of a computer system, as
well as the processes surrounding such the project, I certainly have learned a lot. When I
started the project I did not have very much experience with web technologies, but I now
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feel that I am more proficient and comfortable using such technologies. But my
experiences with the process surrounding the technical parts are more interesting.
When I first started the project I underestimated the complexity of ella as a basis for the
project, as well as my own abilities when it comes to being able to easily understand such
complexity. I did get access to the source code for ella, and I soon realized how
comprehensive and how much code it was. Before looking thoroughly at the source code
I had a perception that I could reuse or be inspired by more of that code in my project
than I actually was able to, especially when it comes to the CSS files for the appearance.
The result was that I did not really use much of the code, though I did use some of the
CSS styles, but I had to heavily modify and build upon it to get it too look and behave the
way that I wanted. Part of the reason for this was that I used many types of elements that
were not used in ella.
Working on a project, cooperating with an external actor has given me valuable
experience with that kind of work. The communication with the expert group throughout
the project has been very important for me, having contact with someone that has more
knowledge on the field than me, as well as actually having the opportunity to show them
my prototype and discuss it with them has really helped the process for me. On the other
hand, they were from time to time very busy, and that is of course very understandable,
and that sometimes made them somewhat unavailable. I’ve had to adapt to that and adjust
my process to it, which has been a learning experience when it comes to the importance
of communication and availability. The practice I got with producing a prototype I found
especially valuable, as it showed me how it can be used for not just making the prototype,
but also to learn about the field and process, as well as how important it can be in
communication with others and much of an effect it can have by demonstrating it.
The use of research methodologies and such have given me experience with them and
given me valuable insights into how those fit me as a person and how they can affect my
work. I for sure did not execute the process of developing an information system to
perfection, I will be the first one to acknowledge that fact, but the fact that I now have
done it have given me insights to both my own limitations and how that can affect the
outcome of a project.
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5.3 Is my solution a DSS?
First off I would like to assess if the solution I have developed can be considered a
Decision Support System or not. To do this, I will circle back to chapter 2 and some of
the descriptions and classifications there.

Key components
Turban, Aronson and Liang claims that a DSS should consist of three key components to
be considered a DSS, and they should be Information, Models and User Interface.
When it comes to my solution, the information part, usually some form of database,
consists of the “files” that are imported which contains all the necessary data, that is the
gene list, the global default and the gene panel configuration.
The model, usually some kind of information processing software, is in practice key parts
of my code, mainly the Panel.js and Gene.js files. While all my code as well as all of the
supporting frameworks and other technologies technically could be considered part of the
model it is in practice large parts of these two files that actually perform the data
processing that I would consider to be the model in a DSS.
The user interface is a key ingredient in my solution and is made up of the web page that
is presented to the user. To be fair, as the point of my solution in large part is to present
data to the users it would be hard to argue that my solution lacks a user interface even if I
wanted to.
So I would argue that according to these requirements my solution certainly is a DSS,
albeit a quite simple one if you look at it as a standalone solution, while in connection
with ella it is a bit more complicated.

Type of DSS
The large number of possible types of DSS and the equally large number of
interpretations of those types and what qualifies as this and that type, along with the
floating boundaries between different types and modern DSS often being a combination
of several defined types, determining which type my solution is, is about as hard as it is
meaningful, not that much. By that I do not mean that classifying DSS is meaningless, but
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rather that depending on the creativity of my argumentation and my will for my solution
to be a certain type, my solution could be regarded as many of the possible types.
This is due to the number of types being fairly large and the boundaries between them is
not that concise, so instead of classifying my solution as one single I will mention some
types that I think is most relevant from a logical standpoint.
And those are as follows;
Document-driven, as it is highly reliable on certain documents, the gene list and gene
panels, and presents the data contained through a web page.
Data-driven as it provides access to and manipulation of data.
Rule-oriented and Model driven, which are similar in many facets, as the values that are
imported, displayed and exported are in large part determined by predetermined rules and
functions.
Web-based, as my solution simply is web-based considering it is presented as a web page.
On the other hand, it is not web based in the sense that it needs a connection to the web,
being able to run as a standalone system. It is the technologies used that are web-based.
Function-specific, as the solution is created to solve a very specific problem while also
being implemented in a way that is not very generic, meaning that it is not suitable for
solving other tasks without extensive adjustment.
Though I would not it fit very well with the Spreadsheet-oriented classification it is worth
mentioning that the appearance of the solution does in large parts resemble a spreadsheet.
And finally, as my solution can fit into so many classification, it would be hard to argue
that is not also a Compound DSS.

Type of Support
In section 2.1.4 I described some different types of support a DSS can provide. Like for
the types of DSS, the boundaries between the types can be a bit vague, but they are a bit
clearer in this case, mainly due to that the types of support I’ve describes are retrieved
from a more recent more specialized source, not trying to cover the whole field but rather
focusing on what is relevant to them in their case. As is the case for types of DSS, I
would argue that my solution could fit into more than one of the types, some more than
others, depending on what one wants to focus on.
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Knowledge support, which comprises systems that mainly make information available for
the user but not that much else, is the category that I think fits my solution best.
Presenting certain values, making information available, is at the heart of my solution,
and what the user does with it is up to him/her, so the description is very much in line
with the description of knowledge support.
When it comes to the other types of support, they all describe more advanced and
complicated systems, and I do not feel that my solution fits into them as a whole. On the
other hand, if you look at it more closely, there are certain facets of these too that can be
relevant.
For Peer support, focusing one making cooperation between staff easier, my solution in
itself does not provide that much support. But you look at it from a different angle, a
wider one, you might see that it has some relevance. Though my solution only helps with
presenting and manipulating some values, it is part of a bigger process that is a
cooperation between several people working together on a larger case, and can be seen as
simplifying this process to a certain degree.
A part of the goal of Process support is making tasks easier and reducing overhead, in
addition to helping making standardization of processes easier. If you consider some of
the expert groups motivation for having my solution developed being that the current
process of configuring gene panels is highly manual and lacks standardization, my
solution can partly fit into this category too.
When it comes to Decision support there is not much about the main description that fits
my solution. But the Decision support category is also further divided into several even
more specific subcategories, and one of them, Expectation and selection, concerns
indicating if a value is expected or not, looking up relevant information and highlighting
relevant information, which are key components of my solution. The other subcategories
do not fit much at all, as they describe more advanced functionality.
So I would argue that my solution mainly provides knowledge support, but that it also to
a certain degree actually also provides both decision, peer and process support.
So in sum I would say that my solution for sure is a DSS. Whether or not my solution can
be considered a DSS can be relevant in a situation where I try to expand a bit and
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determine if what holds for my solution also would be generalizable to other DSS
especially, and not just information systems in general.
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6 Discussion
My solution is fairly simple compared to large projects that are often the subject of
literature within the field, and because of this it can be hard to generalize what works for
my project to a larger scale and apply it to full size computer systems. But it should not
be impossible, at least not for some parts of it. I will try to discuss what has worked in my
project and if or why it could work on a larger project, in addition to highlighting some
facets that should have some extra attention. I will also look at it with regards to the
research focus and draw some conclusions for the questions there.

6.1 Tackling the challenges of the field
As mentioned in section 2.4 there are several challenges to take on when developing a
computer system in general, and even some that are specific for DSS and CDSS. Have
these challenges been a problem for me, did I overcome them, or did I stumble upon other
relevant challenges that are worth mentioning?

6.1.1 Existing infrastructure
The fact that most organizations has some kind of existing infrastructure, both
technological and organizational, can present as a problem. Oslo University Hospital is no
exception in this regard, on the contrary it has a large amount of computer systems
running, and organizational routines and workflows to back them up, in addition to
complicated and bureaucratic processes for adding, removing or changing any of them. In
theory this can make it very complicated to develop new systems for them. To counteract
this, we knowingly planned on using development methods and technologies that allowed
us to develop a solution that is in large part a standalone system, with little dependency
on other systems, that was easy to maintain and customize at a later stage. This is true for
my solution, but may be a little less true if or when it will be fully integrated with ella at a
future date. Then the expert group will of course have to tackle some of the challenges
that I have kind of circumvented, but for my project these has not been that much of a
challenge, and we have chosen technologies that should ease future implementation and
integration, so though the will potentially be some extra work in the future it should not
be too hard of a job.
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As my solution is meant to be a compliment or an addition to ella in the future, choices
concerning frameworks and technologies to use while developing did not pose a
challenge for my solution as it was to a large degree given by what was used for
developing ella. Of course, ella is a lot more comprehensive than my project, and uses
more kinds and types of technologies. But the requirement was that it should be
compatible, and use the same basic technologies. For the most part the only thing that
differs from ella is the use of the React framework instead of Angular. This was mostly a
personal preference as I was more acquainted with React, and as they are both compatible
with each other and the other technologies used it was an easy choice. I was lucky that the
ella system was as up to date on technologies and well developed as it was, which was a
big reason for my lack of problems. In other systems, maybe especially older, it might not
have been so easy.

6.1.2 Organizational challenges
With large information systems often follows large organization, which in turn results in
significant organizational challenges. Thankfully, my project was small and mostly
independent, so as with the technical challenges I did not notice them that much myself.
Large systems often need clearance from leaders higher up in the organization, often
requiring high levels of planning and documentation which can be time consuming. My
solution is simple to document and if there is a real need for it, it should not be hard
getting approval from the necessary people.
With introduction of newer information systems follows challenges concerning the
personnel that are going to use them, their need for training and attitude towards it. There
will always be a tradeoff between how disruptive the new system is compared to the old
one, and what is gained by using the new. Once again this was not something that I was
able to experience, as I was not involved with introducing the solution to the actual users,
but it is a fair deal more relevant to my solution than the last sections, as it will be
introduced to users shortly. Being a simple system, there shouldn’t be a need for
extensive training, and hopefully the users see value in what it provides so they are not
reluctant to use it. With that said, we already have discovered some possible
improvements, and hopefully the uses can contribute to reveal even more. An important
point is that they get value by using the solution while it is being developed further.
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6.1.3 Practical challenges
The goal of my project can be seen as giving a solution to a practical problem, by giving
the users access to information presented in a practical fashion, with the option of
modifying the information to their own liking, compared to the complicated way of doing
it before. Though my solution solves that problem, it might introduce another. It presents
certain values, but it is not necessarily intuitive what these values mean and where they
come from. Especially relevant is the case of the cutoff frequencies, which has high and
low, and internal and external distinctions. In my solution as of now there is nothing to
indicate the meaning and origin of these values. You could argue that the users of the
system probably should know this, and I assumed that, but I learned at the last meeting
with the expert group that that is not necessarily so, resulting in a proposed improvement
for future development of including tooltips in the table headers to give more information.
In my solution there is little to none quality control implemented. There is only the
checking of what is typed in the frequency elements, ensuring that it is a valid number, in
addition to the JSON schema that any output has to abide by. That means that it is up to
the user to verify that the values are correct, and though this is also kind of the point of
the solution, maybe there should be some other kind of quality check, maybe ensuring
that the values are within certain ranges, don’t deviate from certain standards too much
and such.
With all the users having the ability to modify and save gene panels, I could imagine that,
depending on the amount of users and how often they save new panels, there might be an
unpractical number of variations of each gene panel after some time has passed by. This
can contribute to confusion and complexity, as there can be too many similar files to
choose from and hard to know which to choose. Though I have not concerned myself
much with it, only providing the option to save the panel, another weakness I can see is
that the current solution is meant to be used on the user’s computer, leaving the panels to
be saved locally. This can contribute to complexity as gene panels are stored on several
computers, decreasing the accessibility of them. On the other hand, it you consider that
the users might only be interested in the panels they have saved themselves, it might not
be a problem. This is certainly something the expert group should take into account when
further developing and implementing the solution in the future.
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There is also the issue of standards and structure, which for my solution is not an issue in
itself, as the structure is very strictly enforced. But not all previous gene panels comply to
that same standard, and would require manual conversion or remaking before it is viable.
Depending on the number of gene panels, this could be a comprehensive task, but after it
is done once it should not be necessary to do it ever again. If the standard or schema were
to change in the future, the fact that all current panels are in the same format would allow
for easy batch conversion to the new format if need be.

6.1.4 Lack of access
Throughout the project I have mostly gotten access to whatever I have requested, not that
that has been very much. If anything there are two things that could have been nice to
have more access to, more gene panels and actual users.
I basically only had access to one single real gene panel, in a couple different formats,
when developing the solution. To test my solution and have some diversity in gene panels
when developing I did make a couple of my own, with values that has little foundation in
anything realistic. This of course did work quite well, and was not a problem, but I can
imagine that more gene panels, and gene lists for that matter, would make it easier to test
and adapt it in a systematic fashion. I did request more files, but the gene panels files that
they had were in a different format, so I understand why access to it would not really help
much, as manual conversion would be necessary anyhow.
With access to actual users I could have gotten their input along the way, tested it more
thoroughly and customized it to fit their needs better, but it would also have made the
project a lot more comprehensive. More meetings would be required, more people,
opinions and schedules to take into consideration, overall increasing the workload and
time needed to complete the project to a satisfying degree. All of which are reasons that I
did not request more access to users.
On a larger scale, for a larger project, like the ella project described in chapter 2, more
access is most likely a requirement, but also more likely to acquire. Access to more
resources in general is likely, and many of the challenges that I have so elegantly
circumvented by keeping the project small and simple could possibly have been solved
instead, which for a larger project would be the goal in the end. But with access to users,
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especially if they are the actual end users, it can be a double edged sword to include them
in the process. Yes, you get valuable input, but you can also create expectations. Giving
people the ability to contribute and give their opinion might also make them biased to
how the solution comes out in the end. If they do not feel that the solution is as they
expected, or that their input was not taken into account they might be opposed to using it,
or negative towards it in general. Presenting a working solution when they have little
knowledge of the possibilities can be another way to solve it, which I think can have a
more positive outcome, as the users do not build up expectations that can be hard to
fulfill.
By keeping my solution small and simple I have ensured that the users get faster access to
important functionality, that can be extended in the future, even though it is not perfect in
its current form, as well as the users have not gotten the chance to build up unrealistic
expectation of what the solution offers.

6.1.5 Does it solve any of the challenges?
I wouldn’t say that my solution, or my project, by any means actually solves any or all of
the challenges that are common when developing a DSS, but to a certain extent I have
been able to circumvent some of them by keeping the project small and simple. This has
allowed me to, with a fairly small amount of resources and development time, to develop
a working solution for an actual problem, that with little extra effort can be implemented
in a real setting, granting the end users immediate access to important functionality,
making their daily work easier.
By breaking down the problem to smaller parts, like my project of making editing gene
panels easier which is only a small part of the bioinformatics pipeline work chain, less
resources are needed, in turn reducing time needed to complete a viable intermediate
solution that can be expanded on and improved with the help of user input at later stages.
The difference here, compared to how it is usually done, is the focus on making a good
enough solution and then immediately deploying it into a working environment to create
value for the users as soon as possible. The intermediate solution should not be
considered complete yet, but should be good enough to achieve the goals, though maybe
not in a perfect manner. Then the working intermediate solution can be improved in
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cycles by taking advantage of more of the available resources like end users’ input and
more data, through traditional developing methods.

6.1.6 Can it be generalized, is it scalable?
There would be several factors that are relevant to if this kind of approach would be
possible to generalize to other projects and if it is scalable to larger projects. The size,
complexity, number of involved actors, dependencies, both technical and organizational,
and so on can be relevant. These are well known factors that can pose challenges in any
development project. To answer this with answer that can be backed up by proof, more
research would need to be done on the specific subject, but I will elaborate on my
thoughts, though they may turn out to be more wishful thinking and an unrealistic view of
how things should be, rather than being actually feasible.
Trying to keep a large project simple is probably impossible but what can be done is
dividing it up into smaller well defined parts that could be handled separately in a simpler
manner. This could allow for the developers to start with some parts immediately, with
the possibility of tackling some parts of a larges system that could give users immediate
value, or more basic modules needed for before other parts. I would imagine that scaling
is possible to a certain extent. The farther it is scaled the more complicated it will be to
accomplish. As with my project, small components of a larger project can be completed
in a similar manner, but as you introduce more components that might be larger, the
simplicity will be reduced, but if they can be handled separately and especially if there are
few to none dependencies between the components it could be more feasible.
Generalizability could also be likely to a certain extent, also depending on many of the
same factors, but I feel that the complexity could be a deciding factor here, and also that it
would be easier to generalize to the development of other information systems rather than
DSS due to the fact that DSS, specifically in the setting my project was, often resides in
the public sector, meaning more bureaucracy is involved, making things more
complicated. But this could be another point, to try to give the involved parties more selfgovernance, making their own decisions and letting them initiate smaller projects on their
own. This could reduce the resources needed to provide users with needed functionality
on several levels.
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6.2 Concluding thoughts
With the previous sections in mind I can try to come to some kind of conclusion about the
effects of doing things the way I have done it in my project.
It is certainly possible to solve significant problems by removing them from its parent
systems and solving them on their own, at least in my case. Generalizing it to be true for
all problems is not very likely as my project was a fairly small one with a well-defined
problem. The time frame has garnered little attention, as there was no strict deadline from
the expert groups side, so not much work has gone into that par. I can imagine that a
project may take more time in total by separating the problems and solving them on their
own, as it will require some overhead. On the other hand, one of the key effects of solving
it separately and implementing working prototypes as I did, is that it can provide the users
with value immediately instead of having to wait for the rest of the larger project to
complete. Another relevant point in the discussion is that because of the rapid
development of technology, with large project taking too long before being deployed,
technology used in the solution can already be outdated when users get to use it. Which
approach that is best in the end must be up to someone else to look into.
With such a small distance from idea to working prototype you can also get the added
bonus of the end users not knowing about it until they get to use it, rather than building up
unrealistic expectations. If the solution is good enough they will have a positive
impression in the end.
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7 Conclusion
Through the work on this thesis I have worked on a project with the aim of solving a
practical problem for the users of ella, to make part of their work process easier, as well
as looking into what effects it can have to do things the way I did them.
The expert group defined the requirements for the project, and collaboration with them
was a big factor to the success of the project. Using modern technologies, a working
prototype for a web application for editing gene panel configurations was developed. By
taking the problem out of the context of the rest of the system it was possible to mostly
concentrate on that single problem on its own, effectively circumventing some of the
common challenges that are usually faced in development projects. This allows for a
faster development of working prototypes, which if deployed at an early stage, can
provide the end users with immediate value by improving their work process. Then
continuing the development of the solution by improving it, involving users and their
feedback will continue to give the users increased value in the future.
If it can be generalized to be applicable to other problems and larger systems as a whole
is likely true to a certain extent, with increased complexity being the deciding factor. For
other small problems it is likely that it would work, as long as it is possible to separate it
from its dependencies. With large projects you would probably have to divide it up into
smaller problems for it to be applicable.
If my approach to the project and if the envisioned effects present themselves when
integrated into a larger system, or for others systems for that matter, will be up to
someone else to find out at a later date.
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UI for creating and editing gene panel
configs
Requirements specification (*DRAFT*)
BACKGROUND
Gene panels at the Department of Medical Genetics (DMG) define a list of genes that are important for a
specific condition or disease. This is used in the bioinformatic pipeline that transforms raw high-throughput
sequencing (HTS) data to a richly annotated list of genetic variants in a sample, and specifies which genes
should be processed and analysed.
In addition, the gene panel specifies a set of gene-level parameters for each gene (i.e., applies to all variants
in a gene) that are used as input to a clinical classification web app called ella. ella uses these together with
variables from the annotation from the previous step in a set of rules based on the ACMG guidelines. ella's
rules engine generates suggested ACMG codes (a weighted and semi-standardised system for clinical
genetic evidence), as well as clinical classifications based on these codes, for of each observed genetic
variant. This process is explained in the figure below (gene panel parameters and annotation variables at
the top and bottom left, respectively):

Technical note: ella is a web app based on AngularJS (v1) with a Flask REST backend and has been designed
to run in an air-gapped environment. The rules engine for generating ACMG codes and classification is
written in Python and uses JSON rules as input. A demo is available here: http://beta.allel.es/

SPECIFYING A GENE PANEL: EXISTING SOLUTION
SELECTING GENES
Clinicians (medical geneticists) propose new gene panels for specific conditions based on medical literature
and databases such as OMIM. Analysts (engineers/molecular biologists) evaluate the proposed gene panel,
and together with bioinformaticians investigate which genes are feasible to include in a HTS-based test.
SPECIFYING PARAMETERS IN THE CONFIG
Once a list of genes in a gene panel has been decided, specific parameters must be configured for each
gene. The current solution involves a combination of automated and manual tasks:
A command line tool uses the approved gene list and data from various external sources over http (e.g.
http://api.omim.org/api/geneMap/search) to generate a handful of files (aka 'gene panel files’). The output
is either used directly, or manually curated/edited before further use. The manual process involves a simple
Excel spreadsheet (see supplement) for defining specific parameters for the rules engine in ella. This sheet
is then parsed manually into JSON format for use in the bioinformatic pipeline and ella. Parameters that are
currently included in the spreadsheet:
INHERITANCE
The expected inheritance mode for pathogenic variants in a gene. Current choices are autosomal/X-linked
dominant/recessive (AD/AR/XD/XR), and initial suggestions are generated by the command line tool. This
process may sometimes result in two parameter values for the same gene (e.g. AR/AD), in cases where
modes differ for individual variants.
NB: this parameter is currently set by other means, and should not be edited in the gene panel
configuration tool at this stage. However, this could be changed later.
FREQUENCY
Cutoffs for observed variant frequencies in healthy populations for when to define a variant as “common”
or “less common”. Separate cutoffs are often specified for different databases (notably, internal vs.
external sources) and inheritance mode (autosomal dominant vs. any other).
DISEASE MODE
Whether loss-of-function and/or missense mutations are expected to cause disease.
LAST EXON IMPORTANT
Whether the last exon of a gene is important.
[FREE TEXT]
Information about the gene. This is a temporary solution, and could be removed from the gene panel config
in the future.

PROPOSED NEW CONFIG FORMAT
We'd like to improve the current genepanel configuration, to expand its capabilities. This is the current
suggestion, which involves three levels of configuration, where a deeper level overrides a higher level:
Global default -> Genepanel -> Gene
In addition we suggest having groups within the configuration, allowing for different kind of filtering at will.
If one or more groups are specified, one MUST be named "default". However, it's display name can be
whatever. Having no groups is allowed, where the global default would be used.
The following keys are specified (L = global, R = genepanel group, E = gene)
Allowed on level
LRE
LRE
LRE
LR
LR
LRE

Key
intronic_region
disease_mode
last_exon_important
exlude_genes
freq_groups
freq_cutoffs

EXAMPLES
GLOBAL DEFAULT
{
"intronic_region": [-20, 6],
"disease_mode": "ANY",
"last_exon_important": "LEI",
"exclude_genes": ["PMS2"],
"freq_groups": {
"external": {
"ExAC": ["G"],
"1000g": ["G"],
"esp6500": ["AA", "EA"]
},
"internal": {
"inDB": ["AF"]
}
},
"freq_cutoffs": {
"AD": {
"external": {
"hi_freq_cutoff": 0.005,
"lo_freq_cutoff": 0.001
},
"internal": {
"hi_freq_cutoff": 0.05,
"lo_freq_cutoff": 1.0
}
},
"default": {
"external": {
"hi_freq_cutoff": 0.01,
"lo_freq_cutoff": 1.0
},
"internal": {

"hi_freq_cutoff": 0.05,
"lo_freq_cutoff": 1.0
}
}
}
}

GENEPANEL CONFIG
{
"config": {
"meta": {
"source": "HBOC_v01.config.json",
"version": "1.0",
"updatedBy": "Erik",
"updatedAt": "2016-08-12T10:36:00+01:00"
},
"data": {
"groups": {
"default": {
"display": "My filter",
"config": {
"exclude_genes": [
"PLOD1"
],
"freq_cutoffs": {
"AD": {
"external": {
"hi_freq_cutoff": 0.008,
"lo_freq_cutoff": 0.0005
},
"internal": {
"hi_freq_cutoff": 0.018,
"lo_freq_cutoff": 0.085
}
},
"default": {
"external": {
"hi_freq_cutoff": 0.01,
"lo_freq_cutoff": 1
},
"internal": {
"hi_freq_cutoff": 0.05,
"lo_freq_cutoff": 1
}
}
},
"last_exon_important": "LENI",
"disease_mode": "ANY",
"comment": "a comment from the genepanel config",
"genes": {
"BRCA1": {
"disease_mode": "LOF"
},
"BRCA2": {
"disease_mode": "MISS",
"last_exon_important": "LEI"
}
}
}
},
"low_freq": {
"display": "Low frequency",
"config": {
"exclude_genes": [

"PLOD1"
],
"freq_cutoffs": {
"AD": {
"external": {
"hi_freq_cutoff": 0.000006,
"lo_freq_cutoff": 0.000006
},
"internal": {
"hi_freq_cutoff": 0.000001,
"lo_freq_cutoff": 0.000001
}
},
"default": {
"external": {
"hi_freq_cutoff": 0.0006,
"lo_freq_cutoff": 0.0004
},
"internal": {
"hi_freq_cutoff": 0.0002,
"lo_freq_cutoff": 0.0001
}
}
},
"freq_groups": {
"exac": {
"ExAC": [
"G"
]
},
"internal": {
"inDB": [
"AF"
]
}
},
"last_exon_important": "LENI",
"disease_mode": "ANY",
"comment": "a comment from the genepanel config",
"genes": {
"BRCA1": {
"disease_mode": "LOF"
},
"BRCA2": {
"disease_mode": "MISS",
"last_exon_important": "LEI",
"freq_cutoffs": {
"external": {
"hi_freq_cutoff": 0.00063,
"lo_freq_cutoff": 0.00043
},
"internal": {
"hi_freq_cutoff": 0.00023,
"lo_freq_cutoff": 0.00013
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}

PURPOSE OF NEW SOLUTION: REQUIREMENTS
We want to create a new solution for specifying and editing gene panels that is more user-friendly (requires
no programming skills).
FUNCTIONALITY
The solution MUST include:






Show gene name with associated HGNC ID (preferably with link to HGNC entry)
Show parameters: global defaults, genepanel defaults, gene exceptions
Possibility to edit parameters:
o Global defaults for all genes in the panel
o Exceptions for particular genes
Possibility to export data in a format that is compatible with the current HTS bioinformatic pipeline

In addition, the solution SHOULD include:




Clear marking of parameters where the user has set a value other than the global default
Possibility for importing lists of genes with HGNC IDs
Easy (command-line/text) configuration of interface with addition/removal/editing of parameters
and input fields, as well as position/order

Depending on the time available and progress the project may be extended to include more advanced
functionality. This may include (but is not limited to):











Integration with ella
Integration with bioinformatic pipeline
Decision support tools for setting gene/disease-specific population frequency cut-offs, e.g. using
the method described in Song et al. 2016
Workflow support: create/edit send to review
Possibility to add a new gene panel from scratch
Possibility to edit which genes are included in a gene panel (add/remove), with error checking
(correct formatting of manually added gene names)
User management: individual users are assigned different roles and editing access (e.g. global vs.
gene level edits)
Version control and view history
Increased automation/support for retrieving relevant genes for a specific condition, e.g. using
OMIM-retrieved phenotypes Phenolyzer or similar, more advanced tools
Other stuff: Transcripts, phenotypes, coverage

TECHNICAL





The solution SHOULD be stand-alone and able to run on a server
The frontend SHOULD be web-based, preferably using AngularJS (v1) or REACT
The output SHOULD be compatible to the current JSON format (see above)
The design SHOULD be compatible with the design of ella
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Appendix B
Global default, Gene panel default &
Gene list files
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Global Default
{
"intronic_region": [-20, 6],
"disease_mode": "ANY",
"last_exon_important": "LEI",
"exclude_genes": ["PMS2"],
"freq_groups": {
"external": {
"ExAC": ["G"],
"1000g": ["G"],
"esp6500": ["AA", "EA"]
},
"internal": {
"inDB": ["AF"]
}
},
"freq_cutoffs": {
"AD": {
"external": {
"hi_freq_cutoff": 0.005,
"lo_freq_cutoff": 0.001
},
"internal": {
"hi_freq_cutoff": 0.05,
"lo_freq_cutoff": 1.0
}
},
"default": {
"external": {
"hi_freq_cutoff": 0.01,
"lo_freq_cutoff": 1.0
},
"internal": {
"hi_freq_cutoff": 0.05,
"lo_freq_cutoff": 1.0
}
}
}
}
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Gene Panel Default
{
"meta": {
"source": "fooo",
"version": "1.0",
"schemaVersion": "2",
"updatedBy": "Erik",
"updatedAt": "2017-11-01T10:36:00+01:00"
},
"data": {
"last_exon_important": "LENI",
"disease_mode": "ANY",
"freq_cutoff_groups": {
"AD": {
"external": {
"hi_freq_cutoff": 0.008,
"lo_freq_cutoff": 0.0005
},
"internal": {
"hi_freq_cutoff": 0.018,
"lo_freq_cutoff": 0.085
}
},
"default": {
"external": {
"hi_freq_cutoff": 0.01,
"lo_freq_cutoff": 1
},
"internal": {
"hi_freq_cutoff": 0.05,
"lo_freq_cutoff": 1
}
}
},
"genes": {
"BRCA1": {
"disease_mode": "LOF",
"external": {
"hi_freq_cutoff": 0.0006,
"lo_freq_cutoff": 0.0004
}
},
"BRCA2": {
"disease_mode": "MISS",
"last_exon_important": "LEI",
"external": {
"hi_freq_cutoff": 0.000006,
"lo_freq_cutoff": 0.000006
},
"internal": {
"hi_freq_cutoff": 0.000001,
"lo_freq_cutoff": 0.000001
}
}
}
}
}
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Gene List
"APC": {
"id": 583,
"inheritance": "AD"
},
"BMPR1A": {
"id": 1076,
"inheritance": "AD"
},
"BRCA1": {
"id": 1100,
"inheritance": "AD"
},
|
|
|
"SDHD": {
"id": 10683,
"inheritance": "AD"
},
"SMAD4": {
"id": 6770,
"inheritance": "AD"
},
"STK11": {
"id": 11389,
"inheritance": "AD"
},
"TP53": {
"id": 11998,
"inheritance": "AD"
},
"VHL": {
"id": 12687,
"inheritance": "AD"
}
};
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Appendix C
Report from the expert group
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